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CITY EDITION.

CONFERENCE ON TUBERCULOSIS.
Waco. Texas, April 13. ffhe Texas
Conference of Charities and Corre--tion- ,
TODAY IN CONGRESS,
which will begin ita sessions
here tomorrow, has attracted to Waco
a large number of men and wome'i
Washington, April 13. Senate: In1
prominent in charitable, phllanthr
session 2 p. m.
pic and reform work. In conjunctioi
Senator Williams to prepare minor
11.
with the meeting this year there is
to be held the Southwestern Confer-erncity report of finance committee advo
on Tuberculosis, to which the
cating house steel tariff revision bill
DECLARE states of Utah, California Colorado, WALLACE McDOUGALL, A REFUTAFT
8UPPORTERS
House: Met at noon.
INTERFERENCE WITH CONSULS'
Continued debate on postoffice ap
THEY HAVE 339 MEN SOLOklahoma,
Kansas, Texas, Arizona
MAILS AND KILLING OF FOUN
GEE, TELLS EXCITING STORY
and New Mexico have been Invited to
propriations.
IDLY PLEDGED.
OF REBEL CRUELTY.
TAIN CAUSED ANGER.
send delegates. The proceedings will
Appropriated $25,000 for use of
Its
in
inveaM a'icn
be opened tomorrow evening with an
hanking committee
ROOSEVELT SAYS HE IS AHEAD address of welcome by President S. THREATENED TO MURDER HIM of "money trust."
STATE DEPARTMENT ACTIVE
Thomas A. Cole, of Duluth, whose
P. Brooks of Baylor university, ihe
annual address of the president of the
testimony probably will conclude
PROMOTERS OF COLONEL'S BOOM
ROBBER BAND DESCENDED UPON
steel trust investigation, testified that ANNOUNCES HEAVY RECKONING
conference. Prof. C S. Potts of the
AS8ERT HE HAS 150 TO
HIS MINING CLAIM IN 80NO-RHill ore lease was taken by steel corAWAITS VIOLATORS OF
University of Texas, and an address
OPPONENT'S 49.
AND DROVE HIM AWAY .
on "Tho Csill to Social Service," by
poration as an exploration experiment
NATIONAL LAW.
and not to effect a monopoly.
Prof. Thomns J, Riley of Washington
St. Louis.
PENNSYLVANIA HAS PRIMARY university,
TOOK
NO INTERVENTION CONSIDERED
PROPERTY

AMERICAN'S

X
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MEXICAN REBELS
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of orders. He was ordered to proce.v.l
with his column against Ojlnaga, hut
declined. He was arrested at the
time and 200 of his men disarmed
The military situation south of her
remains unchanged.

HEAVY VOTING IN

PENNSYLVANIA

Beat Woman to Gat Her Jewels.
Mexico City, April 13. Passengers
who were on the train between Siola
and Marfl, which was attacked by
bandits Thursday when the conduc- RAIN DOE8 NOT PREVENT THE
tor, T. G. Kane, an American, was
LOYAL CITIZENS FROM GO-

PRIMARY

killed, report that a Canadian and his
ING TO POLLS.
wife were robbed of 400 pesos. The
woman was beaten on the soles of
the feet to force her to give up some THOUSANDS OF CANDIDATES
jewels that were hidden in her cloth
ing. It is reported that she was badMEN ARE STRIVING
FOR ALL
ly Injured and is unable to walk. Con
SORTS
OF
NOMINATIONS
ductor Kane was shot through the
FOR OFFICE.
head because he declined to produce
the cash.
Thomas Fountain of Las Cruces, N.
FIGHT
ALLJHS
M., the captain of a federal gun un BITTER PRESIDENTIAL
NO CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS.
who
was
der
General
Villa,
captured
LEVEE BREAKS AND
WHEN VOTING IS COMPLETED IN
Washington, April 13. The house HE WAS MIGHTY GLADy HOWEV-ER- ,
THIS GOVERNMENT
BELIEVE8 and shot by rebels of General Sala-zar'- s ROO8EVELT
AND TAFT BOTH
on
of
election
committee
president
KEYSTONE 8TATE WORK
command at Parral, was not a
TO ESCAPE WITH A
18
OROZCO
TRYING
TO
PROMAKING
EF-"STRENUOUS
and vice president today farovably reCAUSES MUCH DAMAGE
citizen of the United States, accord
WILL BE HALF DONE.
WHOLE 8KIN.
VOKE
WAR
WITH
MEXICO.
FORT
TO
WIN.
ported the Henry bill in which was
ing to the El Imparclal. Fountain,
provided for the publicity of all con
the paper says, It was learned on re.
,
,
Washington, April 13. More than tributions to campaign funds, together
Aiier a narrowing experience in SEVERAL LOUISIANA CITIES WILL
13. Mexican liable
Washington,
April
Philadelphia, April 13. The voters
authority, was, horn in Texas,
oue-uato with
of the 1,070 delegates
BE FLOODED BEFORE
rebels are rapidly rousing the ire of but some
their disbursements, intended to Mexico, where they suffered privaof
became
at
Parral
Pennsylvania who take part today
years ago
the republican national convention advance the candidacies of 'he
tions and a narrow escape from being
this government and, while no stepu
in the most important primary elecusplr
Mexican.
naturalized
a
will have been selected at the conof retaliation have been discussed, ii
ants for the two highest 'edenl of- murdered by Mexican bandits, E. '..
tion since the uniform primary law
clusion of the Pennsylvania primar fices. The vote was unanimous.
Price and Wallace McDougall
New Orleans, April 1:;, Great prop.! is almost certain
of
the revolutionists
was enacted in 1906 were disappointles today. Statements issued from
Berkeley, Calif., have arrived in Las erty damage has been wrought in will not obtain sympathy or recogui-norted when they found that rain was
the Taft and Roosevelt headquarters
Ixuiisiana as a result of theltlon. Interference of the rebels will HEARTLESS-AGEN-T
Vegas. The two young men were inWet weather was reported
falling.
here show wide divergenre in the
terested with Harold C. Callahan, a breaking of the west levee of the Mis- official mail of American consu's,
from all parts of the state.
claims to tbe delegates selected up
young mining engineer from New sissippi near Alsatia. Fears are en and the summary execution of ThomThe primary calls for the election
to last night.
lYork. They had a claim that showed tertained that many lives may be lost as Fountain, an American gunner, in
by all parties having national tickets
The Taft claims is: Taft 339;
splendid indications of high grade It is estimated that 800 square miles defiance of protest from this country,
of candidates for delegates to the re
Roosevelt 113; LaFoUette 36: Cum
gold ore, 20 miles from Cumpas in now are flooded, with prospects tha have caused a feeling of aggravation.
spective national conventions.
The
mins 4; uninstructed 2.
the Sierra de Sahuaripa mountains, twice that amount of territory will be
Though the United States is pracdelegates will be elected by congresThe Roosevelt claim is: Roosevelt
and about 40 miles from Nacizari, inundated by night. Thdusands of tically powerless at present to compel
sional districts. There also will hf
Taft 49; iaFollette
6; Cumwhich is the terminal point of the El families will be made homeless.
more courtesy from the rebels, it is
elected candidates to the state cJH
mins 4; contested 164; uninstructed
Paso & Southwestern railroad In the
felt that a heavy reckoning is await- MISS MABEL GEE, BECOMING TOO ventlons of each party, which, in adLoss of Life Feared
106.
State of Sonora. The following ll
dition to naming presidential electors
ILL TO WORK, ABANDONED
ing some of the insurrecto leaders. It
Monroe, La., ApHl 13. It Is feared Is the official view in
The chief differences between the
W. McDougalls' story:
and candidates for state offices, will
BY EMPLOYER
Washington
THEY
DECLARE
THEY
FOUND
there has been loss of life where the
rival managers are in the southern
select 12 delegates-at-largthat if the rebels, made desperate oy
to no
"On the evening of March 10 a
MUCH ENTHUSIASM
FOR
Mississippi flood swept through north- their failure to obtain
states where the Roosevelt forces
Left sick, penniless and without national conventions and four candiband of about 20 bandits came upon east
supplies necesGOOD ROADS
Louisiana. The breaks in the
list as contested all of the delegates
us as we were preparing supper. They river
sary to a successful campaign, are friends in a local hotel, is the sad dates for congressmen-at-large- .
dyke came so unexpectedly that
in Mississippi,
claimed by Taft;
In each of the 32 congressional disto force intervention in Mexico, plight of Miss Mabel Gee, an at
were
us
trying
armed
and
heavily
compelled
It was an enthusiatsic party of lothousands of persons were caught alwhere the delegation of 20 Is claimed
are doomed tractive young girl, until recently em tricts all parties will nominate candideliberate
intentions
their
to
our
out
throw
hands.
and
step
up
boos,
cal business men and good roads
most unprepared. Roosevelt, Lynch-vllleto failure.
ployed as a demonstrator with the dates for congress. Candidates fo
outright by both sides; and in New ters
that made up the pilot part They had just come from a ranch
Hesper, Enoka, Omega, Talla-bena- ,
Calumet Baking Powder company.
York where 88 delegates are listed as
Itate enator, who wilj participate in
on
served
As
Amer
notice
has
been
two
had
where
Chinamen
killed
they
which met the pathfinder car yesterMansfor(Jalj"MaynAri'.tiood?d.
has"; been working the
gSl
"uninstructed" by the Ro.QfieyeU .manhe
young
to
in
on.
e!ction pf a United States sena-to- r
of
harm's
icans
way
Keep
TO7 'afternoon 11 miles south of Las who owned the property,
South of Tallulah, La., a dozen or
in the interests
and
hard
1915 when Senator Penrose's
in
faithfully
is
adminisMexico
the
it
agers, while the Taft managers claim Vgeas and escorted 'the trail blazer
that
argued
"We thought it Was all off, as they more towns will be flooded within 25
S3 of them and
concede seven to into town.
tration can not be held accountable of this concern throughout New Mex- term expires, also will be named in
were the most villainous 'looking hours.
Roosevelt. The six Vermont delefor evil results following a disregard ico, Colorado and Texas. For the 25 of the 60 senatorial districts.
The reception and banquet that was bunch I ever saw. They held a conbeheld
at
are
Taft
claimed
for
Candidates for the 207 seats in tno
gates
of President Taft's warning. Mil- reason that she was taken ill and
Rivefr Advancing On Towns.
planned by the local business men sultation as to whether they would
to work any longer for house of
came
unable
in the Roosevelt for last
"uninstructed"
rebor
federal
in
representatives will also be
Mexico,
night had to lie called off, as kill us or march us on.
Callahan,
Greenville, Miss., April 13. The itary leaders
this corporation, she was" left desert- nominated by all parties. Thousands
statement.
International
violation
in
who,
el,
the autoists were tired by the long who speaks Spanish fluently, under Mississippi is taking its tithe in southoj
ed here by J. B. Lyons, her employer of candidates are in the field fur
At the Clark headquarters the fo) journey and needed a good night's stood what
were saying and Im- ern Arkansas and northern Louisiana rules of war, deliberately bring about
they
for the Calu- election to minor offices. The chlof
lowing! statement of democratic del
of
a
execution
of
war, and traveling manager
rest.
prisoner
to them, stating today. The flood is pouring through the
appealed
mediately
Powder
met
company.
Baking
Interest ia the contest for Pennsyl
gates was issued:
Chester Lawrence, one of the bes: they were welcome to our worldly two gaps in the levee at Panther are considered guilty of murder under
Miss Gee, who is a delicate and sen- vania's 76
Clark 143; Marshall 30; Wilson 27 writers on auto matters in California
a
rebel
delegates to the natioul
international
if
laws,
leaJer,
Forest
our
near
to
them
and
goods, but asking
spare
Roosevelt, Louisiana,
sitive girl, with a good face, told her convention. The regular republican
AmerBurke 10; uninstructed 12.
an
of
death
the
caused
is making the trip in the interest ot lives.
over fertile flat lands of the Louisiana-A- having
story with tears streaming down her organization is backing President
At the Wilson headquarters an esti- the Hearts paperB. Harvey Herrick,
ican, comes within the jurisdiction ol
rkansas
delta.
Before
nlgh;tall
carried
"Callahan's
face.
weight,
appeal
mate of 72 delegates was given as the who is driving the car, is a famous
Taft and it claims the president will
the United States, he Is certain to oe
of our it is estimated a thousand square
"I really don't know what I shall have a
Wilson strength, including the dele- speed king and holder of the Ameri- for, after taking possession
Mex
to
very large majority of the
over
the
and
turned
arrested
do here. I am in a strange country
money and other things, the bandits miles in East Carroll and Madison
The Roosevelt faction, inthe
delegates.
with
gation of North Dakota as second can road race record.
ican
expectation
government
marched us on, telling us they would parishes, Louisiana, and Chicot and
without money and I am sick, I've
choice and the Kansas delegation afvisit pf Colonel Roose-be- lt
the
"I must say 'that the business men
on
the charge
spired by
Desha counties, Arkansas, will be that he would be tried
been under the care of a doctor. I
to
state
ter the first ballot. Claims were not of New Mexico are the most enthu- kill us if we returned.
the
last Wednesday
of
murder.
flooded. The breaks last night are recan't do any hard work.
"We had no food or water and
claim they will elect a
and
made public from other headquar- siastic boosters for good road? that
Thursday,
Mexican
been
rebels
have
confining
Mr.
as
most
the
serious since the
garded
Lyons
"I can't understand why
number of delegates in opposiever met," said Mr. Lawrence. "Ir walked into Cumpas, a small Mexican flood
ters.
The tar 7" 'or v which their efforts recently to hairassing
you know left large
the
manager,
he's
began.
food
we
and
where
town,
between
procured
to
tion
President Taft.
The apparent discrepancy
and
fact, they show more enthusiasm in
officials
railroad
I
trains,
killing
will be inundated is popa'.oua. tillages
me here when he knew I was sick.
a"
the Taft and Roosevelt totals is due this state than they do in Arizon., and water, and from there we hiked into are numerous, and Arkansas
held
traffic.
up
They
for
delaying
and
and
hard
faithfully
have worked
City
NO STRIKE A8 YET.
Nacizarl, tired and worn out
to claims of the Roosevelt forces to California.
Lake Village, Arkansas, and Lake tiain on the Tehuantepec .ai'road him. I can't expect any help from
New
York, April 13. J. C. Stuart
been
received
at
"We
have
although
"We procured transportation
desplendid
the entire state of Louisiana,
Providence, Tallulah and Delhi, Louis- near Santa Lucretia yesterday and
my people because they are very chairman of the general manager's
most of the district conventions have ly all along the route in N w Mexico," Nacizari and went to Douglas, Ariz,
on
iana, and other important owns are manded arms, and below Juchitan,
poor."
association of fifty eastern railroads,
not been held. The two headquar- continued Mr. Lawrence, "ai;d we have Callahan telegraphed to New York in its
railroad traffic
the
When the girl beseeched Lyon to
path.
in
a call today for a meeting of
fine
'er
found
to
issued
the
roads
the
condition.
mira
as
he
which
not
Hand
received $200,
ters' do
split
agree
When the levees colla-wecouriers again was interrupted.
give her financial assttance he is the conference committee to be held
must say that no part o!' the route: witn u8 and we went to El Paso.
firelected in Michigan.
in
The action of Yaqul Indian
said to have remarked that he was not
inier lanan stayed in Douglas to take a t were sent from every point reached
here April 17 to discuss tae recent
with 30 much huVpr
a hospital around with
In ing upon trains and the bum ins of a "carrying
warn
thon?
to
living
by
telephone
thriv
as
the
road
loes
strike vote of the engineers and deWhole
through
Gets
Delegation
Mining
the
Copper Queen
La Follette
8ltion wth
remote sections and spjcial rains bridge on the line running southward him." Several Las Vegas people have termine whether the railroads would
Madison, Wis., April 13. With offi- ing state of New Mexico."
and
caused
has
q0
become Interested in the girl
went from VIcksburg, Greenville and out of Guaymas, Sonora,
a counter proposition to their
The total distance covwcj by IDI
cial returns from all but one small
Americans are getting out New Orleans to take abovd refugees the complete abandonment of service have promised to give her assistance. make
"Many
tol
from
car
Los
hvamlner
recent
tor increased pay.
demands
Angeles
presithe
from
Oneida,
them.
county,
of Mexico, and 1 don't blame
All the steamboats available in the on that road. Zachariah Formare, the She is at EI Dorado hotel.
will await the result of the
"We
valdential primary and election in Wis- Las Vegas is 1,328.2 mile
not
much
not
was
Is
of
life
A foreigner's
Vicksburg and Greenville harbors American railroad engineer,
The pathfinder is a Cave car and i
general managers conference," Mr.
consin for delegates to the national
ue to many of the robber bands oper- were despatched to points along the shot by rebels, but was Killed in a
two
Warner
with
is
o.w.neis
Follette
equipped
Stone said, after receiving a notificonventions, Senator La
HOT
OF
TUB
IN
FALLS
ating in the republic."
river to take off those who held to train wreck at Irapuato, Guanajuato,
cation from Mr. Stuart. "There will
shown to have received 131,920 and a gradometer andanaroid. Thees
brokA
to
official
reports.
the levee and small craft began an according
give the mlleag, .srar.e
President Taft 47,629, La Folette's
be no strike called in the meantime."
en rail caused the wreck but the rei asure and altitude.
of flooded territory.
DADLY BURNED
exploration
Follette
La
84,291.
PASTE;
majority being
on
fixed
1 he members of the ;illoi party a!
The largest rescue party left sponsibility has not been
gained the solid republican delegation.
LIE IS PASSED ON THE aboard
A HISTORIC B A S BA LL PA R K.
the steamer Alice B. Miller the rebels.
escorted
that
tbe
tn'C'Tz.
pathfinder
democratic
presidential
The total
I lie opeftxj;
Boston, Mass
Federal troops who have been pur- MRS. LUCI. GARCIA IS VICTIM OF
with sklffB and a barge hot advices
" '
vote was 81,755 of which Wilson re- to. town were i.s follotvs: Herman
of
the
aeasBsfc
ing
the
who
wrecked
A SERIOUS ACCIDENT WHILE
FLOOR OF THE HOUSE from the steamer Falls City later suing the rebels
ceived 45,504; Clark 36,251 ; Wilson's feld, C. O'Malley. C H. Bailey, E. R.4
Boston this week ushered in the ffptf
PAPERING HOUSE.
Dr. M p. Des Mantis. Dr.
forced train runafeg between - Marfi and
been
had
were
Miller
26
the
that
Russell,
Of
the
delegates
9,288,
majority
consecutive season on the hisreto tie up 20 miles south of Salem. Silao, also in Guanajuato, which
to the Baltimore convention Wilson W. P. Mills. 0. (I. S. tiaef. r. .Top
E5W grounds.
toric
South
reThe Naburns
terrible
from
American
AND
of
GRAHAM
the
death
the
Suffering
Mux Xordhmis and John 3. REPRESENTATIVES
The Falls City, which arrive at sulted in
gets IS and Clark six. One unpledg- Danziger,
tional
in
this
city Ts the
league plant
to others, have ceived late yesterday when she fell
MANN GET INTO A WORDY
Vicksburg today, passed the Salem conductor and injury
ed delegate, Thomas J. Fleming, was Clark.
baseball
oldest
Mrs.
Lucia
professional
park in
of
hot
paste,
into a tub
The pathfinder lefi this morning fori
break early last night. Thomas Mor-- ' captured several suspects.
DISCUSSION
elected in the Fourth district.
world. Championships were won
the
death
of
'
at
is
the
Garcia
point
on
lying
the
next stop
the route.
Raton,
rlsey, the owner, said:
In her home on the Wost side. Mrs. there In 1872, 1873, 1874 and 1875.
Rojas Placed On Trial.
I wanted to stop and help the
Washington, April 13. The lie was
tar
So
13.
REPRESENTED.
8
GArcia was
BOSTON TO WEIGH ITS BEANS.
UNITED STATE
engaged in papering a Not a rame was lost on the grounds
Chihuahua, Mex., April
have
nnssed on the floor of the house to- - flood sufferers, but It would
Rome,
April 13. Distinguished
Boston, Mass., April 13. Fifty thou- day when Representative Graham of been fatal to my passengers to have as General Orozco is concerned his room in her residence when she was in 1875, a record never .anilleled in
Pennants
used by retail Illinois, chairman of the commitbtee tried it. The roar of the crevasses declination to recognize United States overcome with a sudden fainting spell the history of the game
medical scientists and other delegates sand dry 'measures
won in 1877, 1878, 1891,
'
were
also
a
in
latter's
the
caused
in
arrived
have
to
countries
have
been
by
and
Letcher
Marion
believed
retail
Consul
from many
provision on interior department expenditures, COuid oe heard for miles. The
grocers
1892, 1893, 1897 and 1898.
Massachusetts
Rome to participate in the seventh dealers
throughout
as "absolutely and unquali-- tion gripped my boat, although we official capacity is a closed incident light stroke of apoplexy The woman
in
Tubercuthe
on
and
remaining
Americans
paste
fell forward
were thrown into the discard today fledly false" the statement made yes were
International Congress
alighted
Although few
hogging the east bank of the
losis. The formal opening of the con- as a result of the new state law com- - terday by Mr. Mann, the minority -- iver. The gap is taking the water here regard the rebel leader's action with which she had ' een working,
CHURCH 225 YEAR8 OLD.
Consul The composition had just been made
as
inasmuch
as
S. C, April 13. Elabo-anflood
superfluous,
gress Is set for tomorrow and the dis- Ing Into operation which requires that leader, that Mr. Graham had told Mrs.
Charleston,
The
a terrific rush inland.
was extremely hot. unable to rate arrangements have been conclud-cal- l
cussions will occupy the ensuing all vegetables, nuts and fruit must Helen Pierce Gray, termed a woman
Letcher could not in the present cirror
a
visible
section
covers
already
for help Mrs. Garcia was badly
toT the celebration of the 226th an- week. The American delegates in- either be sold at retail by weight or lobbyist, not to return a fee protested 20 miles south of the break, as far as cumstances recognize Orozco officialas very burned before she was rescued by a niversary of the Huguenot church of
of
st.
is
incident
numerical count The law further by an Indian client
clude Dr. Charles L. Greene
the
regarded
ly,
Tallabtna, Louisiana.
Paul, Dr. Gerald B. Webb of Colora- stipulates the number of pounds to
significant. Probably it has caused member of her family, who chanced this city. The celebratlen will be forThe ensuing debate was ' intense
more uneasiness than any other sin to come into the room. Her condition mally opened tomorrow oy an orado Springs, Dr. William H. Baldwin the bushel of the various commodi- and bitter. Mr. Mann finally deof Washington, Dr. Henry Barton Jac ties, ranging from beans to peanuts. manded that Mr. Graham explain the
today is critical but her physician tion by Dr. W. H. S. Demarest presiNEW YORK COTTON
gle event of the rebellion.
was
placed
Antonio
The state weights and measures de- connection of Mrs. Gray with the comGeneral
obs of Baltimore, Dr. Livingston
13
Rojas
Cotton spot
New York, April
hopes she will eventually recover dent of Rutgers college. The Huguecourt
a
of New York, and Dr. Walter partment Is arranging for a strict mittee or that the committee should closed steady.
today.
on
trial
The burns are on the face, arms and not church is one ot the oldest
before
military
Middling uplands
Holden of Denver.
enforcement of the law.
he made the subject of investigation. 11.85; middling gulf 11.90; no sales.
ohurches In America ;
Rojas is charged with disobedience upper part of the body.
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THIS

APRIL SALE
Offers Splendid Opportunities for True Economy in
Your Spring Purchases.
Women's

Women's

During this "April Sale" we of for some unprecedented values in new,

Tailored Siits

desirable merchandise which will prove a real economy to those taking

All Over Embroidery

advantage of them.

Worth $16.50 and $17.50

DRESSES

Items of seasonable goods and meritorious qualities materially

Including a number oi new, desirable styles,
well made from good materials, neatly trimmed, very attractive, choice

re-

Of good quality, well made and neatly trim-me- a
with lace insertion, low neck, elbow
sleeves, all sizes, choice

duced in price, just when you need them most Just when you can get the
Attendance at

greatest possible service from your purchases.

this

sale

spells ECONOMY for you.

$14.50

SALE OPENS MONDAY

DAINTY EFFECTS IN
WASH

MORNING,

CONTINUING

$2.75

WEEK

ALL

Silk SergeDresses

GOODS

DRESS

IN SILK

in Pongee color, with dutch

inch, fast color Percale in light and dark
Oo
patterns of newest designs, special
36

Lawns, Batistes and Dimitie in good fast
good variety, worth 12c special lOo
Shadow Silk Voile, a new dainty and popular
fabric for Spring, very sheer, all colors, worth
25c special
20c

neck and heavy lace collar, elbow
sleeves, trimmed with brown Messaline piped with light shades, an
extremely popular and attractive model very cheap at the regular
price, of $7.50, special, each

$500

Economy Prices on Men's Shirts
Having decided to discontinue our line of "Monrach" and "Cluett"
Shirts,we wish to close out the stock on hand as early as possible this
will prove a real money saver for you.
Your choice of our entire line of "Monarch" Shirts,
worth $1.25
each, including a good variety of patterns and colors, all sizes, special.

Each

Wash Silk in excellent patterns, fast color,
extra good quality, worth 60c per yd. special 4Sc

PRICES

ECONOMY

pieces of Swiss and Nainsook Embroidery of
the newest and best patterns, 8 to 18 inches wide,
worth 20c to 50c per yard, special for this Sale, per
.
HSc
yard,
1000

DRESSES

.

Childrens Wash Dresses of Percale, Gingham or
Chambray made along the best style lines, many with
Dutch neck and elbow sleeve, all neatly and tastefully
trimmed with Braid, Bias Bands and Embroidery, sizes
2 to 14 years, all fast colors, combining style, service and
comfort, worth from $1.25 to $1.75 each, for this April
Sale, Special

.

i

.

One lot of Edges and

patterns worth

8

insertions ail good desirable
per yd. special per pd.
So

One lot of Swiss and Nainsook embroidery in
rious widths, newest patterns, worth

va-

0c

Corset Cover Embroidery of good quality aud desirable patterns, worth 35c per yard, special for this
sale
22c
Valencieunnes Lace in a variety of patterns, worth
6c, 7c and 8c per yard, special per yard
So

Heritor Union Suits
For Men
It is with pleasure we announce our agency for this high
We have stocked an excellent variety of styles
grade underwear.
and qualities which we will be glad to show all interested. You
will like MENTOR goods for it is the highest degree of perfec-

tion in Underwear.

STRAY

TOPICS

FROM LITTLE

OLD

NEW YORK

mmmmmmKmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmJL
New York, April 13. In view of the
high reputation for shrewdness and
business acumen which American
merchants in general and the heads o
large corporations in particular enjoy
throughout the world, it seems almost incredible that two men of
smooth address and persuasive tongue
could succeed in obtaining $100,000 In
good American money from a big industrial corporation without giving
anythin in return. Yet, this very thing
happened here recently.
About two months ago two men
who said they were Englishmen,
ought an interview with the presi
dent of a large lithographing oompanj
in this city. They informed that gentleman that they had perfected a method of making lithographic plates at
the cost of the present method and far more speedy. They showed samples of work, which, they said,
had been made by their process and
the president of the lithographing company became very favorably impressed with their proposition. They offer,
ed to sell him their rlgbts to their
one-tent-

invention for $100,000, one half of
that amount to be paid at the time of
sale, the other half two months later.
The president, after some further
negotiations, agreed to the proposition and paid to the men $50,000. After two months they called for the
rest of the money, received it, and
promtply departed for Europe on the
next steamer, without having fulfilled
their part of the agreement. Not until after their departure did the president became suspicious. He made an
investigation and found that he had
paid $100,000 for something that exist
ed only in the fertile imagination ot
the two crooks who bad so boldly
swindled him out of a big sum of
He is now trying to locate
money.
the crooks in Europe.

h

If praise is due to him who makes
two blades of grass grow where only
one grew before, how much greater
must not be the merit of him wht
makes two theaters grow where only
one had originaly been planned. Le
Shiibert and WInthrop Ames have

Your choice of our entire

line of "Cluett" Shirts,
each, including all the newest styles, all sizes, special

worth

Extra Values for
Monday and Tuesday Only
One lot of good Silk Ribbon in"
.either San, or Taffeta, all colors,
worth 25c and 30c per yard, special 6
$1.00
yards for
Women's Linen Handkerchiefs in
a variety of styles, worth 25c each,
$1.00
special 6 for

27

of

inch Messaline Silk in all colors, a fabric

unusual beauty, worth 1.00 per yd. special

China Silk in all colors, 27 inches wide worth
50c per yard, for this sale, special,
40c

For this sale any Corset In the
house marked to sell at $1.25, including Thomson's and Royal Worcester,
choice
$1.00

just acquired from the founders of
the New Theater the large site that
was chosen for the New Theater, situated directly back of the Hotel Astor
and running through from West Forty-fourtto Forty-fift- h
street The founders of the New Theater abandoned
the plan of building a theater on that
property, but the new owners will
make up for this by building two new
theaters on that property. Including
the proposed two houses there will be
at least ten new playhouses in the
Times Square district next season.
h

case which shows that "hatred beyond
the grave," is not by any means to be
found only in novels and melodramas.
When Captain Frank H. De Mott died
a few months ago, his body was interred by the side of his wife's body
In the Wicks family plot at the Episcopal cemetery of St James, L. I.
Captain de Mott had been a man of
wealth and high social standing, when
he married the daughter of George
Wicks against the wishes of the latter. The bitter feeling between De
Mott and his father-in-lagreatly increased when business reverses swept
away De Mott's entire fortune and reduced him to extreme poverty. How
deep the hatred was which Mr. Wicks
entertained against his unfortunate
even after the latter's
death, appears from the fact that
when Wicks was about to die he asked that De Mott's body be removed
from the Wicks family plot and buried
in the "poor section" of the cemetery.
His wishes were caried out and Wicks
himself was burled in the grave formerly occupied by De Mott's body.

A new trust is about to be formed
and the future will show whether the
new trust is to be classed among the
good or the bad trusts. After several
abortive attempts to form a combination the owners of a number of large
steam laundries in New York and
vicinity hare at last agreed upon a
plan of organizing a trust "for mutual
protection.?' Excessive compete ien,
it is said, has made business very
unprofitable for the big laundry concerns lately, as they could not compete with the numerous small laundries requiring little or no expensive
The other day a dramatic entertainmachinery. The next thing will prob- ment for the benefit of the Woman
ably be a general Increase in the price Suffrage party was given at the Brosrt-wacharged for laundry work. The contheater.
Three one-aplays
sumer always has to foot the bill.
were given, one a suffrage playlet by
Bernard Shaw. During the intermisRather unusual are the facts in a sion Mrs. Jean Nelson Penfleld, chair
son-in-la-

6,

8, 10,
$1.00

,

$1.00

Umbrellas with steel frame
and stock, natural wood or oxidized
$1.00
handles, special, choice

Csh Only

MUSLIN

Womens' Union SuHs, either low neck, sleeveless
wide or fi.ted knee or high" neck with long sleeves and'
ankle length, worth 75c, special
BOo
Women's Muslin Drawers well made from sheer and
medium weight fabrici, daintily trimmed with lace and
embroidery, worth 1.75 and 2.00 a pair, special I.OO
.

Womens" white petticoats of good mhslin with deep
India Linon Flounce trimmed with lace and insertion
worth 1.25 special
I.OO
A good Ripplette gown made

along newest

daintly trimmed with wash ribbon, worth

model

1,25 each,

I.OO

special

Womans' Shoes

South SidcPlaa

1862

Muslin
tucked,

Good

These Items For

AND

Womens' Knit Vests' either Lace trimmed or plain
fine ribbed close fitting, worth 20c each, special 1Bo

Your choice of our stock of new
fast color Calico, for this sale, 16

yards for

7Sc

Underwear

Misses' and
Children's
Drawers, well made, neatly
worth 15c each, sizes 2, 4,
12, 14, special 8 pairs for

&.&osmum&t6 Son

,

All of our 65c grade of wool Serge and Batiste, including all colors, right oi dark, special BOo

KNIT

Laa Veas'Loading Store

Establisked

$1.75
$1.05

All our 1.25 grade wooll dress goods including Serge, Diagonal, Voile, Poplin and Novelty
98c
wears, special ....

OUR DOLLAR SALE

ON

Embroideries

Child rens Wash

77c

GOODS

In all Desirable Models
Our line of womans' Shoes has never been so complete with
all the popular and stylish models of a season, as this Spring.
Everything that Came Fashion has decided for Spring and Summer foot wear is here in good variety and highest qualities.
Prices extremely low.

man of the woman suffrage party, delivered an address in which she explained the manner in which the wo
man suffrage bill was defeated in the
New York state
The
legislature.
names of the legislators whom Mrs.
Penfleld made directly responsible for
the defeat of the bill were received
with hisses by the women in the au
dience that could be heard a block.
The speaker advocated sending a petition for the calling of an extra Beg- -'
sion of the legislature to Governor
Dix and advised the suffrage' women
to thank the governor by letters or
telegrams without waiting to hear
what his decision was.

tem of automatic valves operated by
electricity, which close the broken
main on each side of the break and
thus make it possible, not only to continue the operation of the system but
also immediately to locate the exact
location of the break.

INVENTIONS SHOW IN NEW YORK
New York, April 13.-- The
brain
children of Thomas A. Edison and
other famous inventors of the
present,
day are to be seen in the Grand Central palace, where the Inventions
show opened today for a week's run.
The exhibition has brought together
many of the important inventions anu.
labor-savindevices produced in the
last decade. One notable section
to a loan exhibition from
the United States patent office, the
features including the first sewing
machine, the first automobile and the
first talking machine and electric
lamps.

exCaptain Faurot, the finger-priof the police department, delivered an interesting address before the
City club the other night, in which he
explained the methods of the fingerprint sytsem of identification. He also demonstration tod ( smeth udota5 to
the system by taking finger prints
of the members of the club and by
their help Identifying the guilty and
The high pressure water supply sys- blushing members who had touched
For rheumatism you will find no- -,
tem which the city has installed and the bottle on the table while Mr.
thinp better than Chamberlain's Liniwhich is extended as rapidly as iws- Faurot was temporarily absent from ment. Try it and gee how
quickly
it gives relief. For sale by all deal-Do- n
sible, promises to be one of the most the room.
effective protections against fire In
't be surprised if you have an.
the business sections of the city, TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
mtOMO Qutnirw attack of rheumatism this spring.
With the 200 pounds pressure pro- - Take LAXATIVE
Just rub the affected parts freely
duced by the powerful pumps water Tablets. Druggists refund money If with Chamberlain's Liniment
and it
H
'
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
will soon disappear. Sold by all
can be thrown from ten to 16 stories,
on
25c
each
box.
nature
is
dealers.
enwithout the employment of a fire
gine. Heretofore, it frequently hapMOTHER GRAY'S
pened that during the progress of a
PILI
SWEET
fire one of the water mains burst un- CHICHESTER
POWDERS
HRANDw .
.
FOR CHIL
der the tremendous pressure, incapacitating the service completely until
bow, waled with Blue Ribbon.
the break could be compared. ReTrade Marc
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cently this difficulty has been pracTs& known as Best. Safnt, Always R el labia
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an
overcome
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embroidery of the dress underneath.
Transparencies are freely used for
material in evening dress. Chiffons,
voile and nets are in favor and a
large proportion of the toilet art la
veiled effect, the chiffon or tulle
London, April IS. A party of entaking the form of overdresses, tunica
and engineering students
gineers
and scarfs.
from the universities, polytechnics
New York. April 13. The spring the marvelous bordure materials of draperies
note
Another novel and interesting
fashion returns from Paris are all In the season are particularly fitted
and great works throughout the coun
of the present fashion Is the use of
be
Inferred that such handling and the designers have
is leaving England on April 19 on
from them it may
Recommend It Wherever atrytour
the little taffeta jacket as a wrap for
that change toward greater fullness, appreciated this.
of the United States and Canathe lingerie dress. These touches of
I Am."
Chiffons with
border design, of
da.
at Quebec, the wiil
predicted earlier in the season, has
Landing
color add great smartness to the afteen fairly launched and Is making which there is an unending assort-stead- ternoon toilette.
Mrs. John cross the continent to Vancouver, seeprogress. Steadily, though lm ment, each lovelier than the other, are
II. Stabler, ing and studying all that there is to
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
up on these diagonal
Millerabur g, be seen on the way. They will then
palpablx, this change has been com-- often made
1:1., writes: make their way south through Washlng until now no one is surprised to drapery lines with the horded design
"I have
hear that flounces are back in favor, entering charmingly into the train,
and California, will
been cured of ington, Oregon
akiris are a trifle wider, belts have and certain bordure chiffons whosi
a very bad visit all the chief attractions of the
returned and panniers are among the floral border designs in soft pinks an
ease of ca- southwest, and return east through
prospects of the Immediate future. blues and lavenders bring them Into
tarrh of the Colorado and the middle west, endtn;:
These paniers are the first note that kinship with the Imis periods are
stomach and the tour with visits to New York,
Paris has struck in the Dolly Varden fashioned into exquisite frocks, long
constipation , Washlngon and Boston.
and a complitype of costume which some observ- walsted, softly girdled, charmingly
The great railways, bridges, tuncation of ailers predict will soon be among us. draped over petticoats of lace and
nels, breweries, steel works and latments
I
that
Of course, the new panniers are little draped with lace fichu over the shoul
have had for est buildings will all receive atten
more than draperies that cling close- ders.
several years. tion from the engineer.-- , while other
e
Many
trotting
simple
ly to the figure, but they show, withI doctored experts will examine financial md
out any manner of doubt, a tendency frocks are made up in the darker col MRS.
With three
JANE QUINN IS ACCUSED OF
banking arrangements.
to add a little more fullness at the orings of changeable taffeta and both
doctors, who
KILLING HER HUSBAND
did me not
hip than Is apparent at the foot of these changeable taffetas and plain
IN CHICAGO.
The question of imperial defense
mach good,
the skirts.
taffetas are used for dressy little coat
so I quit doc- has been much to the fore of late, ari
costumes.
One French designer has brought and skirt or three-piec- e
13. The case of
Chicago, April
toring.
the question of what the colonies will
out a very decided pannier model The blue and black color scheme is
"T houpht a
Mrs. Jane Quinn, which is scheduled
do to help Great Britain to maintain
Mrs. John M Stabler,
which has a voluminous skirt drapery particularly liked among the dark tonof
juie
to be called for trial at the Cook
and commenced taking it. I found her naval supremacy has received its
startlingly at variance with the nar ed taffetas. The plain one toned dark
court on Monday, is I was
row little petticoat
beneath. This and black taffetas are also used for county criminal
getting some better, but thought share of attention. The visit which
attracting more than ordinary inter- I was not doing as well as I might. So Robert L. Borden, prime minister, and
frock is built of blue and white spot-- good looking little suits and for
foulard In combination with filet ternoon frocks, the striped taffe'as. est owing to the many peculiar feat- I wrote The Pernna Medical Depart- John D. Hazen. the minister of marine
to see what they thought abont of Canada, arc to
pay to London in
lace. The narrow petticoat of filet flowered taffetas, bordured taffets and ures of mystery it presents. Mrs. ment,
me. They gave me special directions
is
of
with
the
murder
Quinn
charged
t
change-iAbove
May has 'Heightened the interest in
lace shows as far as the knee.
lighter colorings among the
To our astonishadvice.
medical
and
her third husband. John M. Quinn, ment I
is the pannier drapery of blue and able taffetas are all popular. Flower-whita well the metier, particularly as to what
and am y
who
was killed by a pistol shot while woman Improved
rath-ieretaffetas and chiffon taffetas wit!i
and weigh as mnch as I ever Canada's contribution is to be under
foulard, which is gathered
er full at the waist line, so that a': Juoy designs are used with exquisite In bed on the morning of November did In my life.
her ne w administration.
"I tell my friends that Pernna saved
The admiralty will not initiate any
the knee the pannier must measure at effect in some of the handsomest mo 2, 1911. Since the arrest on suspicI proposals, the policy of the governleast three yards around, over a yard dels of dressy frocks which were ion of Mis. Quinn, a short time after my life. I recommend it wherever
and when any of our folks ore sick,
ment being that the dominions must
more than the lace skirt beneath. The shown among the latest importantions the death of her husband, the authori- am,
X
them Pernna with success."
give
a
mass
ties
have
collected
of
Tafgreat
silk Is gathered and turned under, at the recent spiring openings.
make up their minds as to what they
desire and are able to do. They will,
falling over the lace In a deep puff, feta is also extensively used for trim evidenoe concerning not only the
which gives the pannier effect.
ming many frocks which do not make present case against the woman, but shot, while sitting on his bed, engaged however, be given guidance, and the
the whole past history of the accused, in lacing his shoes. When arrested accumulation of naval knowledge
The bodice of this frock is half ot use of its otherwise.
lace and half of blue foulard, draped
The strictly tailored shirt waist is which contains many points of sinis- on suspicion. Mrs. Thorpe stated that which England has gathered will be
her husband had committed suicide.
across the lace at once side and fast- always modish for morning and early ter aspect.
placed at their disposal.
John M. Quinn was a street railway Although there were grave doubts
ening under the opposite arm with a afternoon wear with the severer mod
Winston Spencer Churchill, first
flat rosette. One sleeve is of lace and els of coats and skirts. It is not alto- employe in Kalamazoo, Mich., when concerning the truth of her state- lord of the admiralty, in discussing
the other of silk, and both sleeves gether suitable for combination with he met and shortly after married the ment, there was no positive evidence the matter recently, went further, and
are short enough to show to the elbow silk or dressy serge models. For these woman now charged with: his murder. against her and she wa- - acquitted. It said that the
admiralty would place
the long gloves of faint tan silk em- an apparently unlimited variety of Her former, second husband, Warren was ascertained since then, that on the facts of the naval policy before
broidered delicately in blue.
styles are offered in lingerie, lace, Thorpe, a wealthy farmer near Jack- the same morning Thorpe intended to them with absolute frankness.
effects is chiffon, rnousseline, marquisette, an-- i son, Mich., according to her state visit one of his married sons with the
This vogue of
The government being in possesanother interesting style feature of all the soft silks and satins.
ment, had committed suicide by intention of deeding to him a 160 sion of the facts, gathered at the last
Dutch necks are still used on many shooting himself in June, 1903. After acre farm.
the season. Extremely graceful
Imperial defense conference, does not
in drapery are achieved
by of the prettiest lingerie blouses, but her marriage to Quinn
After Thorpe's death his widow expect the dominions to do much
she kept a
crossing one fabric over the other in the stock collar is rapidly gaining boarding house in Kalamazoo for a went to Kalamazoo, Mich., where she more than was
agreed upon then. Imd
this
fashion, and usually favor among the women who pride while, but soon she removed with her became acquainted with John M.
however, have plans that
the fabric used underneath is lace of themselves on the correctness of their husband to Chicago, where they locat Quinn, who shortly after became her perialists,
that. These were outfar
go
beyond
some sort,
laces being tre- tailored clothes, and is likely to take ed in the Kensington district on third husband. It is stated that the
a unionist memlined
Croft,
Page
by
first place at least during the early South Michigan avenue, --ear 110th accused woman Inherited considerable
mendously fashionable just now.
on
on
the naval estidebate
the
The lace skirt flounce has assured- spring. For warmer days nothing is street. On the morning of Qulnn's property from her first and her sec- ber,
the domln
mates.
that
contended
He
ly come into its own once more, but more charming than the innumerable death Mrs. Quinn reported to the po ond husband and is quite wealtify. It
ions should each have a fleet AustraIt is, like the panniers, subdued and varieties of sailor and round (ollar lice that he had been killed and Is believed that Elmer
Thorpe, a son
have four
clinging, made of soft, cobwebby laoes which the shops are showing In hand robbed by a burglar, with whom she of her second husband and several lia and Canada should each
dreadnought cruisers, South Africa
and giving no crinoline effect to the embroidered lingerie and in Baby
other relatives of Thorpe and McDon- two or four, New Zealand two and the
alleged to have had an encounter.
skirts upon which it is used. Double Irish lace.
Detectives visited and searched the ald will appear as witnesses against orown colonies one at least. These
The suspender blouse is enjoying a
and triple flounce skirts of laces are
house shortly after the murder and Mrs. Quinn at the coming trial.
fleet units should be part of the Britshown by some of the greatest design- temporary vogue.
One of the smart
found hidden behind the bathtub and
ish fleet.
ers. Enormous quantities of the fine est blouses for tennis and general
a piece of cotton cloth a
Doubtless England would like to
laces are being used for tunics, skirt country wear is the Coventry, which wrapped in
revolver with one empty and several SOUR, GASSY, UPSET
see this addition to her fleet, but the
flounces, bodice draperies, etc., and al- makes up equally well in madras and
STOMACH REGULATED
most all of the elaborate evening linen. It Is cut on the general lines loaded shells, the caliber of which
majority here would be satisfied if
frocks call for such trimming.
of the Norfolk jacket, is loosely belt- corresponded with the size of the bul
the dominions would in time relieve
The type of frock which has a
ed at the waist and the sleeves are let found in Qulnn's breast. It was as Just a Litle Diapepsin Ends Indiges- the mother country of the necessity
tion In Five Minutes
draped princess front effect, loose enough to allow entire freedom certained that the revolver was tht
of protecting outlying parts of the
with a petticoat showing somewhere to the arms. A flat collar about the property of J. W. Miller, a roomer in
empire and enable her to keep her
The question as to how long you
about the foot and the diagonal drape- depth of the Eton is sewed on the the house of the Quinns. Miller tes
fleet for home defense. This is what
ry cleverly manoeuvered into a train blouse, and it way be worn either tified during the inquest that a day are going to continue a sufferer from Australia, New Zealand and Canada
In the back,
is well represented with or without a tie. A loosely knot- or so before the murder he missed indigestion, dyspepsia or
practically agreed to do at the Imperthe revolver which he always kept stomach is merely a metter of how ial
among the new handsome evening ted Windsor scarf adds to its i
Defense conference. Canada's new
in his bureau drawer. He spoke to soon you begin taking some Diapepfrocks and, always dignified and beauIs expected to go further In
program
is
made to
Real lace waists, notably those in Mrs. Quinn about it and she request sin.
tifully constructed,
this direction than did that laid down
If your stomach is lacking In digeshave an air of novelty by new tricks Venise iind Irish, are much see . Irish ed him not to say anything about it
Sir Wilfrid Laurier..
of sleeve and train and bodice de- lace coats are again being revived. to her husband. She offered to pa; tive power, why not help the stomach by
In this matter of imperial defense,
tails and by the wonderful new mate- Large handbags in these two laces are for the gun, In case It should not be to do its work, not with drastic drugs,
too, a good deal of attention is being
of digestive
rials employed. The chiffon taffetas very popular.
found again. Mrs. Quinn was arrest but a
devoted to the oil resources of the
in changeable effect and in light hues
A chief novelty note in lingerie ed on suspicion and, after the coro- agents, such as are naturally at work
Colonies.
It is said that the British
and the changeable faille francaise dresses is the use of the bright col- ner's jury had given a formal verdict in the stomach.
has
made
navy
greater advance in the
are very successfully used for such ored tunic of chiffon as an overdress.
People with weak stomachs should
charging her with having shot her
oil
use
of
fuel
than has the navy of
models, the silk being draped over These tunics are usualy short and in husband, she was taken to the Hyde take a little Diapepsin occasionally,
and In a few years
other
country,
any
fine lace or tulle with lace border. But no wise cover the beautiful lace and Park
police station. Later she was and there will be no more indigestion immense
will be required.
supplies
no
a
of
like
in
lead
the
feeling
lump
indicted by the grand jury and her
to be dependent
does
wish
As
it
not
case set for next Monday. The past stomach, no heartburn, sour risings
countries
for this supply,
foreien
uPn
on
undior
stomach
belching of
history of Mrs. Quinn, as ascertained gas
the British government has had in
or
dizziness
food,
headaches,
gested
by the efforts of the police and as it
made in all the colonies, not
will be presented at the trial, was re- stick stomach, and besides, what you quiries
in
to fuel oil, but also as
onlJ'
regard
eat
will
not
and
ferment
poison your
plete with tragedy. Mrs. Quinn was
t0
possible supplies of petrol for
breath with nauseous odors. All these
formerly Jennie Taylor and, it is bemarines,
out-aeroplanes and the new ln- a
from
sour,
resulting
'
lieved, was born In London, Ont. She
engines which
stomach and dyspepsia are ternal combustion
was a handsome and unusually atfive minutes af-- some believe will soon be Installed
relieved
in
generally
suitors.
tractive girl and had many
in smaller vessels of the tleet. An ex- ter taking a little Dlapepein.
She entered upon her first recorded
who visited all the colonies has
Go to your druggist and get a
matrimonial venture on October 23,
cent case of Pape's Diapepsin now, stilted that Canada and New Zealand
1883, when she married john McDon
h
and you will always go to the table will be able to supply their own
ald, a wealthy resident of London,
Austra-eat
oil
in
ies
that
and
a
with
what
fuel,
you
hearty appetite, and
Ont. After a few years McDonald and
will taste good, because your Ha, Soraaliland, Egypt and the Sou- his wife removed to Jackson, Mich., stomach
and Intestines will be clean dan the output is increasing.
where a daughter, Pearl McDonald, and
It has been suggested that instead
fresh, and you will know there
in
was born to them. While living
are not going to be any more bad of breaking up or selling obsolete
Jackson, Mrs. McDonald
frequently nights and miserable days for you.
warships the larger ones should be
visited her sister, Mrs. Alice Sparks,
They freshen you and make you feel converted into tanks, in which large
for Warren like life Is worth
who was housekeeper
reserve supplies could be stored.
living.
a
near Jackfanner
wealthy
Thorpe,
beson. There she met Thorpe, who
London Is to have two monuments
came quite fascinated by the handto the late King Edward, one in the
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
some Mrs. McDonald.
center of the West End, the other in
CONCERN
McDonald suddenly died on SepNotice is hereby given to whom it the East End. The former is to be
tember 23, ,1901, and as he had been
may concern that we the undersigned erected at the Piccadilly end of the
a drinking man it was readily believ- were
appointed on the 13rd day of Broad Walk of Green Park, facing
ed that he had died from "alcoholic March, A. D. 1912, administrators of Buckingham
palace and the Queen
poisoning," as his widow asserted. the estate of Frederick Harris Pierce, Victoria memorial. This is to co-i- t
About one month after the death of deceased, and all
persons having 1100,000, a very small portion of the
McDonald his widow married Thorpe, claims
against the estate of said Fred- sum raised in London for a memorial
ORDER THROUGH
children erick Harris
who had several grown-uPierce, deceased, will to King Edward. It is to be an elabfrom a former marriage. The mar- present the same within the time pre orate piece of
sculpture and architecriage, it seems, was not very happy scribed by law.
ture. It will have a height of about
116-1W. Silver Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
and violent quarrels were frequently
J. M. CUNNINGHAM,
43 feet with a width of 21 feet and
the order of the day. One Sunday
S. B. DAVIS, JR.
depth of 16 feet at the base. On the
morning in June, 1903, Thorpe was
Administrators. south side, facing Buckingham palace,
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there will be a bronze statue of King
Edward, a little over 10 feet higl.
The figure will be In the robes or the
Order of the Garter, bearing the orb
and scepter, and will stand on a pedestal attached to an architectural
central pedestal, flanked by columns
bearing a bronze group of St 'ivnige
and the Dragon. Supporting the cta'ce
of the king on either side of thj me
morial will be seated figures In
bronze, representing "Peace, ' and the
hospitals, bearing the Ftaff of Aesculapius. Above these sldo figures will
be the royal arms in IMOiksH and
stone. On the north side, facing Piccadilly, will be a bronxo roup rep
"Arbitration
Quelling
resenting
Strife." The pedestal ani archiUc
tural features will be in Portlat.d
stone.
The greater amount is to be ?port
on the East End memorial, wh'ch is
to take the form of a small park,
with a statue of the a'' king in the
center. Shad well inark.r., owned by
the city of London and leased to the
London county council, has been acquired for the purpose, and the Port
of London Authority has given a small
plat of land adjoining to enlarge the
new "breathing space." An embankment is to be built on the Thames
side, so that when completed the pet
pie of the district which is largely of
the slum character, inhabited by the
families of the dock laborers, will
have one of the largest parks In the
East End. The entire cost of the park
and statue is estimated at over ha if
a million dollars. More than half of
this has been subscribed, one lady
alone giving $125,000.
Berlin, April 13. The River Rhine
"The German Rhine," as the Fatherland's national song describes it, may
eventually be made a German strearr
from that corner of the Black fores:
where it first enters the empire to its
mouth. Plans for a great ship canal
to open the stream's
way entirely
German territory to the
through
North Sea, first broached when Bis
marck was in power and known to
have had his approval, have now been
prepared, with full engineering and
financial details, and will be laid be
fore the government the Reichstag,
the parliaments of the. federated
states and the municipal Haw Interest,
ed in the project
The canal, sjecording to these plans'
will leave the Rhine near Wesel, fol
low the boundary of Holland cldosely
and join the River Ems not far from
Leer. The City of Emden, at the
month of the Ems, would thus become the harbor city of two great
German rivers, and shipping which
now enters the Rhine through Dutch
territory would need fear no embargo
by hostile navigation or tariff regulations. The estimated cost of the un
dertaking is $58,750,000, some $4;
000,000 less than that of the
r
canal now under construction. Apart from the advantages
which this new mouth to the Rhine
would afford shipping
Interests, it
would result In the reclamation1 of
considerable stretches of moorland,
the
Moor,
Bourtanger
through which the canal would run
for its entire length. This, it is believed, will appeal strongly to the
government as the emperor in his address from the throne last year announced the government's intention
of systematically pushing the reclamation and settlement of moorland?.
Rhine-Hanove-

NOW WELL
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Cole Tell How Her
Daughter Was Restored to
Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Compound.

Mrs.

-

Fitchville, Ohio. "I take great pleasure in writing to thank you for what yoor
medicine has done
for my daughter.
"Before taking
your medicine she
was all run down,
suffered from pains
in her side, could not
walk but a short distance at a time, and
had severe pains in
head and limbs. She
came very near having nervous prostra
tion. She had begun to cough a good
deal and seemed melancholy by spells.
She tried two doctors but got little help.
"I cannot f.nd words to express my
's
gratefulness for what Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has done for
my daughter. She feels and looks like
another girl since taking it and I shall
always feel that I owe you a great debt
" You can use this letter for the benefit of others if you wish, as I shall always recommend your medicines for female troubles." Mrs. C. Cole, FitchPink-ham-

ville, Ohio.

Hundreds of such letters from motI
ere expressing their gratitude for what
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has accomplished have been received by the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Company, Lynn, Mass.

Young Girls, Heed This Advice.

Girls who are troubled with painful or
irregular periods, backache, headach",
dragging-dow- n
sensations, fainting spells
or indigestion, should immediately seek
restoration to health by taking Lydia E,
"inkham's Vegetable Compound.
employed by German aeroplane builders are held entitled to the benefits
of the state insurance act if killed or
injured in flights executed in testing
or selling aeroplanes by a decision
just given by the Imperial Insurance
tribunal. The case was that of
n
George Schendel, one of the
German
aviators, and his
mechanician, August Voss, who were
killed at Johannisthal June 9, lU,
while attempting to break the world's
record for height. The widow of Voss
claimed tor herself and child from
the Union of Skilled Mechanics and
Electricians, to which her husband
belonged, the insurance provided by
s
law, namely, an annuity equal to
of her husband's annual wagW.
In view of the extreme risk in this
profession, 26 German aviators having been killed already, the union ar
pealed to the Insurance tribunal for
a decision. This is to the effect that
while the union Is entitled to refuse
to pay the legal accident insurance
for casualties incurred in sport competitions, it must pay when its mem
ber Is injured in the regular perform
ance of his duties as a jfctrely techni
cal employe of an aeroplane firm.
The court took the ground that the
high ascent was a necessary test of
the ability of the machine, further
that Voss, as the meechanlcian and
not the aviator, was not responsible
for the extreme to which the test was
carried.
best-know-

two-fifth-

The United States
l,
and his staff have
been soundly scolded by an indignant
German for writing to him In Eng
lish, and the organ of the lnternation,
al German Language society, a large
branch of which exists in New York,
has approved the scolding. The comFlying is recognized as a regular plainant wrote to the consulate-genera- l
profession, and professional aviators
asking certain information regarding United States tariff scheC-uleThis was sent to him, but as
is customary in, the correspondence
of alfUnited States consulates In
Germany, in English. The recipient
protested and the consulate-generwrote an explanatory letter, pointing
to the regular custom of the office
and the fact that no complaint had
ever been made against it. But
THE MERR1AM WEBSTER
thhy
letter, too, was in English, and th)
The Only New unabridged dicfact moved the recipient to an intionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
dignant answer, which the language
of an authoritative library.
society's magazine publishes with apCovers every field of knowlcomment
edge. An Encyclopedia in a proving
"I find it very astonishing and
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the very remarkable," wrote the aggrievNew Divided Page.
ed German, "that you have written
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
your answer to me in English. Ton
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
come to us especially to further the
half a million dollars.
Let as tell you about this most commerce of your nation, and it is
your duty to write only German in
remarkable single volume.
Germany to Germans. Any other
Write for sample
course is a misuse of the hospitalitv
paces, full par
ticulars, etc.
which we extend to you in the fullest
Name this
measure."
paper and
Consul-Genera-

A. M. Thackara,

s.

WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
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U.L PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PATD

ty to the central part of New Mexico,
which will rejuvenate the whole of
northern New Mexico and will ultimately place northern New Mexico on
a firm agricultural basis. The great-

er part of the week has been consumed by the court in receiving evidence and hearing arguments of counJUDGE UElB TAKES UNDER
sel in the cases. The court has just
V,s-:f,(NT SOME IRRICA
taken the cases under advisement and
TICK UTIGATION
announced that after considering the
rases for a couple of weeks that he
Raton, Ji M., April 13. Two of the would render his decision.
most important Irrigation cases ever
tried in the district court of this coun- CALL OR WRITE THE DAILY OPT!C
on trial before Judge Lelb For a Supply of New Mexico Return
ty are
Poet Cards For They Are Free.
on appeal front the lxard of water
Do you want to help advertise the
commissioners. They are the cases o:
Rayado tand and Irrigation company great new state in which you live?
vs. Farmers Deevlopment company; Do you want to be a booster? If to,
and Farmers Development company let The Daily Optic furnish you with
vs. Rayado lnd and Irrigation com- a supply of the New Mexico return
The Farmers
Development
post cards. It will cost you nothing
pany.
by Judge to slip one of these cards in each
company are represented
Ounter and Henry I,utz of Denver, letter you mail outside the state aii'i
Colo, and H. L. Blckley of Raton, by so doing you will help to place
N. M. Albert T. Robers, Jr.. of Las the opportunities of your state and
.
Vegas, N. M., of the firm of Jones your district before thousands of peo-pleand Rogers, is appearing for the Rayado Ind and irrigation company.
The card is addressed to the New
There are swmerous witnesses here Mexico Bureau of Information and the
snob as Irrigation englners and other reverse side contains six blank lines
experts in water matters. Vernon L. for names and addresses and a reSullivan, former territorial engineer, quest that those receiving; the errd
is here from Texas; C. D. MUIer, the fill out the blank spaces with names
present state engineer, is also pres- of people who may be interested or
ent F. IL Whiting, an expert irriga- who may become interested in ihe
tion engineer from Denver Is here on new state, stamp and mall. Upon rebehalf of the Rayado Land and Irrigaimceipt of this card the Bureau of
tion company, and also J. D. Hagadorn
sends a set of New Mexico
migration
Rayado Colo- literature and a letter urging careful
president of the
nization company, a Colorado corpo- consideration of opportunities In tis
ration, which recently pur hased the new state, and Inviting further
certain
Abreu ranch, which claims
A card is enclosed in the
waters involved in the suit, and also
address given on a reeach
to
letter
Narclso M. Abreu of Rayado, N. M.
turn card received,- thus forming an
Both parties are claiming the waendless chain of advertising.
ters of the Rayado river. The Farn
That this plan has produced results
ers Development company owns the
the fact that more than
Miami ranch near Springer where It is shown by
have been received on
names
10,000
has a large irrigation praise. Tne
these cards since last June when the
Rayado Land and Irrigation company
Into effect. The
was formed five years to Irrigate cer- plan was first put
has only been
names
these
of
cost
the
tain lands recently purchased by
and mailing
cards
of printing
Rayado Colonisation company, contain- that
consented
have
who
to
parties
ing something over 30,000 acres but them
mall
their
outgoing
in
them
nse
to
be
Irri
to
only a part of which is
f
cent
over
not
cost of
gated. It Is understood that if these a total
Inquiry-Mansatisfacper
water ouestlons are settled
people have been located
torily that these two companies will
f
through this medium; 10,000 people
exiieiid in the neighborhood of
out
In
have learned about the new state. If
million dollars
carrying
these projects, and these two projects you are a booster get the return post
when completed will add another link card habit It will only cost you the
to the chain of reservoirs extending energy of asking for the cards.
from the northern part of Colfax coun
The Dally Optic is boosting this
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SEE ! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour CASH

Good for Return Until April 29th

D.

L

AND
$3.90

BATCHELOR

rmqular retail. j al.uk. sta.oo

state and we want our subscribers that is now stocked with fish and we
to boost with us. Call or write today are compelled to preserve these fish
for a supply.
In order to stock p our other nine
additional lakes. We positively will
NOTICE
s hereby
given to Ul not permit any one to catch or take
hunters and fishermen that we can
fish this season. We trust
and will not allow any trespassing away any
will
be governed accordingly.
on our lakes this
season, for the that all
TEN LAKES LAND COMPANY,
shooting of docks or the catching of
fish,as we only hate one lake left
By J. D. Hand, Vice-Pro-

We nnrchased several carloads of this beautiful dinner-warand oar
enaoieu toe maouiacturer to give us an exclusive design.
lam
and apurcoMD
very low ynoe. we are ooarpoK pari, or me cose to "auveruaina;
and only ask you to pay a percentage of tbe actual coat ot toe
Cosmos" fleslirn and cannot, he Hunhnntori In
set. It is ot a beautiful
tnan 114 In any retail cfcma store. It Is guaranteed by both
anallty for leas and ourselves.
Tnere la a ooupon in every sack or lakakks b Flour, send ua ore
coupons and KM In caab, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
send you one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Hutchinson. Kansas. Be sure to write your name and addreaa plainly.
The coupons in LARA BEE'S Floor are also good for Rogers' Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS,
-MILLED

roR
SALE

s.

BY

you know, is

Flour

that

"Mighty-Good-

that makes

Yards 56 Inch PercaJe
Best Make

SH

$1.15
(10 Yards Limit)

This year offers The Best Values Ever Given to Las Vegas buyers.
The Dollar Goes Farther Here Than Elsewhere. You Owe It to Yourself to
see how far your money will go at the store ot quality.

MONDAY

Ladies' Summer Underwear
Lord & Taylors Best Made Union and Two
Piece Suits.
Fine Ribbed Where the wear
Comes so as to do away with the bulky feeling.
Vests 15c to $3.00
Union Suits 60c to $1.50
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FOR ANY

THAT DOES NOT WEAR

A

a Delight

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

Men's Summer Underwear
Sit in it Stand

SUIT

GERMAN-

"

Baking

all; grocers
10

For $3. 19

WE GIVE A NEW

Pnps

Monday and Tuesday

$4.00 Pump or Oxford Here
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Account Annual Reunion Scottish Rite Masons
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$18.30
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or call and we will have our demonstrator

-- Telephone

show you.
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Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northwestern

APRIL

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

hf'

TERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
Copy

OAICY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

AD-A-

EOITOR

Entered at the poetoffice at East
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis
sion through the United States mails
a second class matter.

Per

VEOA

SUIT

AND

TUESDAY

APRIL

15 & 16

Stoop, jump or run, this Union Suit

Offerings In Our Ladies Suit Department
Never before te.s this department been so full of Pretty new suits tvnd dresses, all are
designed for Summer 1912 and conteJn the newest idea, s to be found in style and quality.
Hoxise dresses that you will like and Evening Gowns tha.t are elegant.

Prices are $3. SO to

$3.25, $3.50 and $4.00

Can't gap in the scat
Can't bind in the Crotch
Gives double wear where the wear is hardest
Always fits, perfectly
THEY

yZ
XSHN

WEAR

WHERE

$4-5.0-0

WORN
ALWAYS

THEY

Children Pumps and Oxfords
At 20 Per Cent Off

Pumps and Oxfords

ink

USUALLY

THEY

TEAR

$2.68
This lot consists of some very nobby foot wear.
The styles are good. The materials are gun metal, vice

A lot of broken sizes and styles. Black, Red and

Tan.

kid, Patent Colt and Russia Calf.

fit every child.

Special Price

Two Strap Pumps
Like Cut,
Per Pair

$2.68
The

Sizes 2

$4,00

2

Babies to 5 Misses, Something here to
Monday and Tuesday we offer them at

One Fifth OH

Store of Quality"

s

sizes, styles and fabrics,

$1.00 to $2.50
MONDAY

HA CHARACH
E.LasVecas.

AH

N.M.

AND

TUESDAY

Turkish Towels
Big

and Heavy
each

21c

r

la
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The Prescriptionist

John Kudulph returned yesterday
from a short stock purchasing trip to
the country.
Judge E. V. Long went to Raton yesterday on business, returning to Las
Vegas this afternoon.
Miss Louise Pugb came in last night
from her ranch near Wagon Mound
and was a visitor in Las Vegas today.
Senator John S. Clark arrived yesterday from Santa Fe and will spend
Sunday in Las Vegas with his family.
A. T. Rogers, Jr., returned yester
day afternoon from Raton where he
had been several days on legal business.
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham and daughwill
ters, Miss Helen and Louise,
leave this evening on a trip to Boston
and other points ja the far east.
Mrs. F. B. January and her two
children returned yesterday from Ar
kanass City, Kan., where they have
been spending the winter, visiting
Mrs. January's sister, Mrs. W. K.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows bow
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
loet sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Main

r

Et-ter- .

JUST
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?

RECEIVED

tIt

'It

Ht

Another line of new and

te

Ladies Coats, Suits,
and Dresses in serge, pongee, messaline, tissue, lawn
and gingham, in all the
leading colors and white.

Don't fail to look at our line
before purchasing

elsewhere.

John E. Rogers, who was recently
appointed court stenographer of the
Eighth Judicial district, arrived last
night from Raton. Mr. Rogers will be
in Las Vegas about 10 days preparing
to move to the aGte City permanently.
Captain and Mrs. H. T. Holmes of
Jefferson City, Mo., are here for an
extended visit with their daughter,
Mrs. C. H. Schirmer. They are welf
pleased with Las Vegas and mat
make this their permanent home.
State Senator Louis C.Ilfeld is home
from Santa Fe to spend the week end
vacation of the state legislature.
Colonel M. M. Padgett and William
Harper came in this afternoon from
Wagon Mound in Colonel Padgett's
automobile. While In Wagon Mound
yesterday Colonel Padgett completed
a deal for the purchase of the Wagon
Mound Pantagraph.

COLFAX COUNTY ENDS
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH

BUSY SPRING TERM

The Popular Price Store.
ABSENCE
SERIOUS
CRIME
OF
DURING PAST SIX MONTHS 18
A GOOD OMEN

Phone Main 104.

More
You bet our Ice is cooling!
than that, it's pure and wholesome.

Every piece of our ice is clear and
healthful and our prices are so reasonable that you are doing yourslf
an injustice by not ordering your
ice today from
THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.

Raton, N. M., April 13. Following
is a resume of the business transact
ed by the district court for Colfax
county, Which completed Its spring
term here yesterday:
The grand jury for the county of
Colfax, state of New Mexico, was empaneled on the morning of March 25,
and at onoe began its arduous duties.
With the assistance of the district
attorney, George E. Remley, who devoted his entire time and attention
to their work during the first eight
days of court, the work of the grarl"
Jury was greatly facilitated. Although
a large number of oases were pre
sented to the grand" jury during this
term, there were but few if any cas
es of a serious nature brought before
this body, showing a very perceptlblfe
decrease in the commission of crime
of every kind and nature In the coun
ty of Colfax during the past year.
The first week of court In Colfax
county was occupied In the trial of
civil cases. The petit Jury was empaneled on Monday of the second
week of court, and the following cas
es were disposed of:
Abelino Trujillo, charged with killing estray stock, on his plea of guilty
to the charge filed against him was
fined $225 and costs.
Dociteo Herrera, charged with hav
ing secured money under false pre
tense, having issued a mortgage on
700 head of sheep, which was the
property of another, and securing
$800 thereon; on his plea of guilty
was sentenced to the state peniten
tiary for a term of from one to one
and one-ha-lf
years.
Charles Maler, on his plea of guilty
of
to larceny, received a sentence
from two to three years in the state
penitentiary.
Jose L. Romero, charged with rob
bery from the person of Pedro A. Marwent
tinez, on his plea of
to trial on the morning of April 2,
this case occupied the whole of that
day; the Jury after a short deliberation of the case returned a verdict
of guilty as charged by the indictment: the defendant was given a sentence for the term of three to four
years in the state penitentiary.
Manuel RIvas, charged by indictment with grand larceny, on his plea
of guilty, received a sentence of three
to four years in the state penitentiary
Juan Munloza and Jose Gonzales,
two members of a supposed gang of
petty thieves, were charged by
with having robbed the store
of Michael R. Mendelson of this city,
and taking therefrom a large amount
of clothing, etc., and upon their arraignment in court each of the defendants entered a plea of guilty to
indictments charged against them.

at

Kitchen Cabinets in all styles. $1.00
down and $1.00 a week soon pays out.

not-guilt- y,

This style with White Enamel
closet has large mirror, solid oak
woodwork

in

$1.00

THE

throughout

ONLY $30.00,

a week payments.
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"My little son had 9 very severe
cold.
I was recommended
to try
and
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
before a small bottle was finished he
was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
Silks. ?9 Dowllng Street,
Sydney,
Australia. This remedy is for sale
by all dealers.

A.

CROWD

The court sentenced each of the above
named defendants to the state penitentiary for a term of from two to
three years. In this case there were
five defendants, all members of the
same gang. In entering their pleas ot
guilty to the offense charged against
them, the above named defendants
completely exonerated the other sup
posed members of the gang who arel
now and have been for some time
past lodged in the county bastlle.
Arthur W. Euard, cnarged Wfcnj
having uttered and passed a worthless
check, on his plea of guilty, received
a sentence of from two to four years
in the state penitentiary.
Federlco RoybaT charged with hav-- j
ing stolen two horses, the properly;
of Juan A. Martinez of Springer, N.
M., on his plea of not guilty, went to
trial on the sixth day of April: thl
case occupied the greater portion oC
one day, the jury shortly afterwards
retiring to their iron returned a ver
diet of acquittal.
The prisoners having received sen
tences, numbering eight in all, were
taken to Santa Fe, on train No. 7
yesterday by Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh
accompanied by three guards, and
were lodged in the state penitentiary,
where they will commence at once to
serve out their respective terms.
Another case of considerable impor
tance was that of Edwin P. Seward vs.
Gibbon George. This is a civil action
brought by the plaintiff Edwin P. Seward against, the defendant Gibbon
George for damages in the amount
of $5,000 and costs It was brought
out by the evidence in this case that
the assault complained of by the plain-tif- f
Seward, was the outgrowth of ai
long standing ill feeling between the!
that by!
plaintiff and defendant;
chance, they met upon the road lead-- '
ing toward and near the Chlco school- house, at Chico, N. M., and there en--!
gaged in a fistic encounter, the plain-- !
tiff Seward claiming to have sustained serious Injuries thereby. The Jury
after retiring to their Jury room and1
deliberating on the case for 23 hours,
announced to the court that it was
impossible for them to agree upon a!
verdict, and were at once discharged.
j

j

j

Sixty Years

the Standard for purity,
strength and healthfalness.
Made from pure,
grape cream of tartar,
free from alum and

IS

phosphatic
acids.
the Las Vegas hospital should be given a lasting crown for hfr unselflst-devotioof her time and talent to st
worthy a cause. The mai-persons
who receive care and are restored to
health in the hospital vill always
have cause to thank Mrs. Haydon and
the ladles who assisted her in making "The Temple of Fame" such a
success.
Those who took part in "The Temple of Fame" are as follows:
The Goddess of tame, Mrs. Charter
W. G. Ward.
Her attendants, Misses Marie Mann
and Carrie Greenberger.
Grace Darling
Miss Jennette Ward
Miss Edna Gerard
Miriam
Her Maids Misses Ellzabetn Coors
and Mamie Marsh.
Marie Antoinette
..
Mrs. George A. Fleming
Miss Addi i Merrill
Maude Muller
Joan D'Arc
Miss Marie Clement
Mrs. Partington... Miss Susie Conncll
Mrs. ceclllo Rosenwald
Cleopatra
Mother Goose. .Mrs. W. N. Rosen
Little Kittens
Janet Ilfeld. Miriam Nahm, Mary
Hunker.
Mamma Kitten
i
Laura Earlckson
Jack Horner
Jack Roberts
Little Miss Muffett...B-ely- n
Fleming
Miss Marie Olney
Pocahontas
Martha Washington
Miss Heather H1U
)
Mrs. Clifford McClanahan
Zenobla
Josiah Allen's Wife;
Mrs. Edward Raynolds

-

to-da-

.

,

if there's

ANOTHER HOME FOR SALE
AT A SACRIFICE
No. 1016 Fifth street, 6 rooms and
bath. 3 lota, good barn, chicken
houses and garage. Owner wants to
sell before leaving city and will take
$3,200.
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY
CORPORATION.
Real Estate Loans Insurance

IN
CLOISONNE

BROOCHES.

ENAMEL

BELT

BUCKLES.

SHIRT WAIST SETS
BEAUTY

PINS
'

AT

TAUPERT'S.

SMMMI

Post Toasties

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

aJV n

in the house.
This food is fully and perfectly cooked at
the factory ready for instant serving with
cream and! sugar.

Beware of. Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be need
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians as the damage they
will do Is ten fold to the good yon
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
n&rtarrh Cure, manufactured by F,
J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, o., contains no mercury, and is taken
acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure he sure yon get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney ft Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

NEW SPRING NOVELTIES

When Cook Quits
The housewife is independent

Misa Alice Coon
Ophelia
Mrs. Ben Strickfadden
Topsy
Mary, Queen of Scots... j
Miss Mary Coors
Miss Lucy Clement
Diana
4
Isabella of Spain
Miss Marguerite Cluxton
Sister of Charity
Emma Tamme
f. ...Miss

e

ar

toric-interest-

.

McDO UCALL

PLEASED LARGE

only at
THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite the Y. M. C.

FAME!
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 1J. Tomor
row is the date fixed for the opening
to traffic of the new connecting line
between the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
and Western Maryland railroads. The
line la 84 miles long and has been
built at a cost of nearly $35,000,000.
The connection with the Westera
Maryland road is made at Cumberland, Md., and with the Pittsburgh
and Lake Erie at Dickerson Run, ENTERTAINMENT AT THE DUNCAN LA8T NIGHT WAS REPa. Jhe new line gives Pittsburg a
FRESHINGLY PRETTY.
new outlet to the seaboard and a
most direct route between Baltimore
Something entirely novel In the
It will also open up
and Chicago.
great coal and timber fields along way of amateur entertainments and
something entirely enjoyable from evthe Youghlogheny river.
ery viewpoint was "The Temple ol
Fame," which was presented last
night at the Duncan
opera house.
The piece has remarkable dramatic
AGREEMENT
NO
and scenic possibilities, of which Mr
William G. Haydon, urder whose dithe production was stnged,
EXPECTED TODAY rection
took every advantage. There was ample chance for the women and girls
who took part In the production to
REPORT OF MINERS' AND OPER- show
originality in dress, impersonaATORS' COMMITTEE WILL
tion and elocution. And not one of
BE SLOW IN COMING.
them overlooked the opportunity. Las
Vegas feminine is Ias Vegas pretty.
Philadelphia. April 13 The sub- Dressed in their quaint costumes the
committee of eight representing the cast of "The Temple of Fame" looked
miners and operators, which is en entrancing.
The stage netting was
deavoring to arrange a new wage ar- In
tangement for the anthracite mine the foregroi'- I. to the left of the audiworkers, went into session again
ence, was the throne of the Goddess
Several of the members said of fortune, a bower of flowers and
they expected. It would be several greener; and covered with a dainty
duys before they will be able to make eanop beautified by many colored
a report.
electric bulbs. To the left of the godThe eight-hou- r
day was discussed dess and facing toward her were the
It Is understood no new arguments seats' to be occupied by the various
were presented by either side and the characters. When all had been seatoperators are not disposed to grant ed the scene was one of color and
this demand. They argue it would lay beauty. The colors ranged from the
idle for an additional hour all mine inky black of Topsy's face to the gormachinery, while the workers argue geous costume of Cleopatra. As the
the eight-hou- r
day has worked well in various characters entered they were
the bituminous regions and point out announced by two pages in court costhat under the nine hour day in the tumes. The goddess was accompananthracite regions more coal was be- ied by two attendants, pretty girls
Overhead were
ing produced than when the men prettily gowned.
worked ten hours a day.
leaves and streamers of tissue, making
of the whole stage a beautiful grotto.
To Count Vote Monday.
"The Temple of Fame" presents
Indianapolis, Ind., April 13. The the Ooddess of Fame receiving as
thousands of ballots cast by the union visitors prominent women of all ages
soft coal miners on whether they of the world. Her visitors present
shall accept the two-yewage scale their claims to a laurel wreath which
proposed at Cleveland were received the goddess is to present to the most
of the famous woman ot history. Their costoday at the headquarters
United Mine Workers of America tumes are historically eorreut and
The tellers will begin the count Mon t heir pleas, being concerned intimateday.
ly with their lives, are full of his
To witness "The Tem
ple of Fame' is like looking through
a history of the world, accurately illustrated. And It is not a dry history It is history bet utiful.
When the last character had pre
sented her pleas, he judges, Mrs. J.
M. Cunningham, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
Max Nordhaus, D. T. Hoskins and
Frank Carroon, retired
and made
their decision. They declared Mary
Queen of Scots, as portrayed by Miss
Mary Coors, to have won the laurel
wreath. The Scottish queen stepped
before the throne of the goddess and
was crowned.
To describe all of the costumes and
the beauty with which they were
portrayed wouW be Impossible. Only
those who witnessed the production
can know what a difficult task the
Judges must have had in reaching a
decision. Without detracting one particle from the credit due Miss Coors,
it must be said that every woman
and girl accomplished her task so
successfully that all should, have been
crowned with laurel
To Mrs. W lllam G. Haydon, whom
staged the piece for the benefit ot

TEMPLE OF

$4.95 for an
$7.50 mattress with Imperial Roll Edae in fancy art ticking,
You can buy of us

1912.

13.

NEW RAILROAD.

FOR MONDAY ONLY.

PERSONALS

APRIL

SATURDAY,

J.

M. CUNNINQHAfl,
FRANK SPR1NQER.

W

IHbE 9

Wm

WW

t W1

j)n

Piesidnt

LAS VEOAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Toasties are thin, crisp and delicately
browned bits of corn exactly fitted for an
emergency, and also delicious and appetizing
for any meal

Lees Vegas

"The Memory Lingers"

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

Sold by Grocers.

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly

Made by
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd , Pure hood Factories,
Battle Creek, ich.

D. T.

Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Pa.!d on Deposis

7T

sy;r
INS, CMblar.

SIX

VM VE0A8

COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS
street and Mora road. Petition was
A regular meeting of the City Coun refered to street and alley eommlttt.ee
til Of the Caty of Las Vegas, N. M with power to act.
Rill of A. E. Hayward for balance
Htm held oa Ofls 10th day of April
due him on services rendered when
Vtttt
Present: Aldermen Chris Wlegand, employed as Inspector of sewers,
D. M. Ward, Simon Bacharach, J. K. amounting to $51.00 was presented.
Martin, C. V. Hedgcock, Hallett Ray-- i Council held that city was not liable
for the bill according to the records
Ida, 6.
Absent: Aldermen .lamee O'Byrne, of !he council. Mr. Bacharach moved,
that the matter be referred to the
P. F. Forsythe, 2.
Quorum present and Mayor Ooodall city attorney and that warrants be
drawn In accordance with his optn- In the ctoedr.
meetlng ton. seconded by Mr. Martin and car
Minutes of last regular
mere approved as read.
j ried.
Council on motion adjourned until
Monthly reports of cHy officers
rere read and referred to the proper Monday. April 15, 1912.
Approved :
committees.
Clerk read report of canvassing
board on the result of city election
Mayor.
held on April 2, last, and is as fol-- ! Attest:
Cleric-Apri- l
Iowa:
,

6, 1912.

To the Board of Aldermen of the City
.if Las Vegas New Mexico:
canvassing
We, the undersigned
board, having met In the city clerk's
office for the purpose of canvassing
tbe vote of the city's election held on
Tuesday, April 2, 1912, do hereby certify that the result of said election
as found by us is as follows:

For

Mayor

K. .1.
D. T.

Tanpert received
Hosklns received

it. J. Taupert's

...

majority. .175 votes

I'j

City Clerk
Ohae. Tamme received

For

B.

.1.

446 votes
270 votes

ill

478 votes
234 votes

Floyd received

ORDINANCE

NO. 357.

a ordinance making appropriations
for the
current
the City
for the
thirty-firs- t

of defraying all
expenses and liabilities of
of Las Vegas. New Mexico,
fiscal year ending on the
day of March, A. D.
purpose

1913.

That there be and the
Section
same are hereby appropriated for the
purposes of defraying all current expenses and liabilities of the City of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the fiscal
day of
year ending on the thirty-firs- t
acD.
sums
and
A.
1913,
the
March,
counts hereinafter designated, enumerated and appropriated to be respct-lvelused for the objects and purposes hereinafter set forth and designated,
For the payment of interest
indebted
on the bonded
$ 3,000.00
ness of said city
For the payment of light
,CU0.'J0
ing the city
For the payment of water
I'.seo.io
rents
For the maintenance and Improvements of its public-parkand for the maintenance of the CarnegJe pub1,000.00
lic library
For salaries-Cl- erk
1.

y

Ghau Ta name's majority .244 votes
.

t:

For

Treasurer

City

441 votes
273 votes

H. C. Smith received

McWenle received

Bd.

H. C. Smith's

majority.... 168

For Alderman, First Ward-F. MoGuire received..
Hugh Qulsley received..

votes

.

B.

B. F. McGuire's

majority..

84
45
39

votes
votes
votes

For Alderman. Second Ward
104 votes
Jerry Quinn received
G6 votes
O. M. Wan! received
Jerry Quinn's majority
For Alderman, Third Ward
Ft. F. Hays received
W. Kelly received
I

s

V.

M.

Hays'

majority...

$900.00

38 votes

14G
87

votes
votes

69

votes

Alderman, Fourth
128 votes
;ilel Stern received
'iion Bacharach received. 48 votes
Wa--

1

Daniel

Stern's

majority..

80

votes

Mayor of the City of Las Vegas, N
M.
vi

tw:

City Clerk of the City of Las Vegas,
N. M.
Mr. Hedgcocls

255.

s

reported on Bill No.

It was ordered that the same

50.00
Treasurer
100.00
Attorney
City physician .... 450.00
1,020.00
Marshal
900.00
Night police
Mer. nights police.. 240.00
600.00
Jailor
420.00
4,530.00
Driver
For miscellaneous and con2,500.00
tingent expenses
The sum of $2,600 Is hereby appropriated and set
aside to cover any liabilities of the city for principal and Interest upon sewer
certificates of the city maturing during the fiscal year
ending March 31, 1913.
A grand total lor ail pur
poses
j.. $18,030.00
Section 2. This ordinance shall
take effect and be In full force from
and after its passage and publication
as required by law.
Enacted this 13th day of March,

by sections.
Raynolds offered the following A. D. 1912.
"Amend Bill No. 255
amendment:
Approved
before the words 'Grand Total' by adK. r. GOODALL, Mayor.
one
the
section
ding at the end of
Attest:
The sum of $2500.00 is
following:
CHAS, TAMME, Clerk.
hereby appropriated and set aside to
over any liabilities of the city for
vrindpal and interest upon sewer
Estray Advertisement
certificates of the city maturing durIs hereby given to whom it
Notice
ing the fiscal year ending March 31,
that the following deconcern
may
to
Tototal
1913,
Grand
Amend
taken up by
Mr. Raynolds moved the scribed estray animal was
N. M.
Cleveland,
C.
Martinez,
Andres
seconded
by
adoption of amendment,
white
spot
and
One
red
vir. Hacharach. Ayes and nays were
450 lbs..
4
old,
cow,
ted
years
"ailed and amendment duly carried.
Branded
Mr. Hedgcock offered to amend bill
On right ribs
of
item
out
under
the
striking
ly
figthe
fourth
line
Branded
in
salaries"
'For
ures '300.00' and insert instead the
On left ribs
Mgures '600.00', second by Mr. RayBranded
nolds.
On left hip
Mr. Wlegand offered an amendment
Said animal being unknown to this
1o amendment so as to read '450.00' Inunless claimed by owner on or
Board,
stead of '600.,' by Mr. Bacharach.
before
May 3, 1912, said date being
Vote was taken on Mr. Wiegand'a
10 days after last appearance of this
Vote was
amendment and carried.
said estray will be sold
then called on the original amend- advertisement,
Board
for the benefit of the
this
by
ment as amended and carried. Mr.
when found.
owner
Bacharach moved the section one
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
as amended be now adopted, second
Albuquerque, N. M.
ed by Mr. Wiegand; no dissenting
last pub. April 23, '12
12,
1st.
pub. April
vote appearing it was so declared.
Section 2 was adopted as read.
TO OPEN NEW RAILROAD.
Mr. Bacharach moved, that bill be
Pa., April 13. TomorPittsburgh,
now read the third time by title only
row Is the date fixed for the opening
preparatory for Its passage, second
of the new connecting line
od by Mr. Raynolds; carried. Bachar to traffic
between
the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
ach then moved the adoption of bill,
seconded by Mr. Wlegand, ayes and and Western Maryland railroads. The
84 miles long and has been
nays were called and no opposition line is
built at a cost of nearly $35,000,000.
was
declared
bill
recorded
the
being
duly adopted and ordered to be en The connection with the Western
Maryland road is made at Cumbergrossed as ordinance No. 357.
Mayor filed resignation of Mr. A. D. land, Md., and with the Pittsburgh
Hazlett as a member of the Carnegie and Lake Erie at Dlckerson Run,
being Pa. The new line gives Pittsburg a
library board. Resignation
new outlet to tie seaboard and a
dated July 24, 1911. Ordered filed.
Petition from the board o manag- most direct route between Baltimore
ers of the Las Vegas hospital was and Chicago. It will also open up
read. The board asked permission great coal and timber fields along
from the council to excavate for a the Yougbiogheny river,
cesspool In the alley west of Mora j
road at the junction of Washin?toc I Read The Optic.

be read
"Mr.

"

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
a Brown, La Ltu, N. M.
One red and grey, blaze
face mare, about 7 years, 7S0 lbs., 8
hands high.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Hoard for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12

DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

APRIL

oy this Board for the benefit of the
owner whan found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23. '12

13; 1912.

MM

THE OPTIC
see eeseeeee s

e eWWT

THE

LOBBK

RESTAURANT AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REQULAR DINNER!

7 HE BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

To-wi-

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
AND
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Ed Wrigler, Quests, N. M.
CHAPMAN LOME NO, f, A. F
EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
One sorrel mare and coit.
eeeeeee.
KNIGHTS
A. m. Regular
OF
PYTHIA8
Meets
12 years, 850 lbs. 5 feet
munlcatlon first and
every Monday eveBranded
m
third Thursday in sash
ning m Castle Hall.
On left hip
brothmonth.
Visiting Knights are
Visiting
Said animal being unknown to this
invited.
ers cordially invited
cordially
loard, unless claimed by owner on or
Chas. E. Liebsoh-nlebefore May 3, 1912, said date being RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER N. O. Herman, W. It; B. R. Murray,
10 days after last appearance of this
Chancellor
TISEMENTS
Secretary.
Commander.
Harry
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Martin, Keeper of
by this Board for the benefit of the Five cents per line each insertion. LA8 VEOA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Uecords and Seal.
Reg-lu!Estimate six ordinary words to s line.
owner when found.
-- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estray Advertisement
No ad to occupy less space than two
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice la hereby given to whom it
conclave second Tnes-da-y
lines. AM
In each month at Masdvsrtl:ments
may concern that the following de
Albuquerque, N. M.
charged
MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC'
scribed estray animal was .taken up by 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 will be booked at spsce actually est, sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. CD.
Meet In the forest of brothers
without regard to number of words. Boucher, & C; Chas. Tamme. ReH. R. Parker, East Las Vegas, N. M.
love at Woodmen of the WorU
Cash In advance preferred.
Estray Advertisement
One bay stallion about 600
corder.
hall, on the second and fourth Fr
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
lbs., 8 years, 13 hands high.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
may concern that the following de
Branded
M
LA8 VEGA8 CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Consul;
Vim
was
scribed
taken
animal
by
up
estray
On left hip
M 80 N 8
M
ARCH
Regular convocaare especially w
neighbors
lng
In
Said animal being .unknown to this John S. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M.
each
mmm tlon first Monday
come and cordially invited.
One 2 year old roan steer.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
month at Masonic Tenv
Branded
R.
3.
M.
m.
1912, said date being
before May
Pie. M 7:30 p.
B. P. O. ELK 8 Meets second
On left ribs
10 days after last appearance of this
Williams. H. P.; P. O.
Ttfyfrf
fourth Tuesday evening of ea
Branded
MaW
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Blood, Secretary.
month at O R. C. hall.
Visltls
On right hip, ribs
by this Board for the benefit of the
brothers
are
Oe
Invited.
cordially
and shoulder
owner when found.
RAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
OPT1C8 NUMBER. MAIN 2.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
In
8
Meets
first
and
third
Said animal being unknown to this
Fridays
Condon, Secretary.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Albuquerque, N. M. Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
O.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 before May 3, 1912, said date being
Worthy Matron; James
Rutledge F. O. E.
Meets first and third Tues10 days after last appearance of this
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
SALESMEN to call on grocers, coneach month, at Wood
evenings
day
120
Main
329,
Secretary. Phone
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
stores. $150
fectioners, general
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
Grand arenas.
Notice is hereby given to whom it hy this Board for the benefit of the
monthly and expenses; yearly condially Invited to attend. A. M
may concern that the following de- owner when found.
tract. Manager 17 S. Main street,
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, SecFRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was itaken up
St. Louis, Mo.
retary.
108 Meets every Monday night at
Ethel Toole. Melrose, N. M., R.
Albuquerque. N. M.
O. R C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
F. D. 1.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
WANTED to buy spring friers and
DENTISTS.
8 o'clock.
One light gray mare, about
Visiting members sre
fresh eggs. Cafe De Luxe.
C
Estray Advertisement
cordially welcome. 23. E. Gehring,
years, 800 lbs.
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Branded
president; J. T. Bonier, secretary ;
WSt
WANTED
By
middle
competent
Dentist
C.
treasurer.
concern
aged
H.
demay
that the following
Bally,
On left shoulder
woman, position as housekeeper,
Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phe'
Said animal being unknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by
chambermaid or work in kitchen. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNT
at office and residence.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Domlcil Salazar, Cerro, N. M.
Call La Pension Hotel, room 33.
NO.
804.
Meets
foei
One
second
seven
and
bay horse,
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this years old, 14 hands high, 800 lbs.
Thursday In O. R C. hall.
ATTORNEYS
WANTED
To rent, single buggy har
Branded
Visiting members are n
advertisement, said estray will be sold
ness and buggy. Inquire 1001 Sevdially invited. W. R. Tipton. '.
HUNKER A HUNKER
by this Board for the benefit of tho
On right shoulder
enth street
E. P. Mack.-l- .
F. 8
owner when found.
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunt- Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
st Law.
Attorneys
Board, unless claimed by owner on or WANTED
Position as governess to I. O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
New
Albuquerque, N. M. before May 3, 1912, said date
Iab
Vegas.
or
small
child
children. Inquire 910
being
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '1 2 10
days after last appearance of this
Fourth street
their baU on Sixth street. All Waitadvertisemen t, said estray will be sold
LOCAL TIME CAM)
brethren cordially Invited to ating
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the WANTED Dining room
403
girl.
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Notice la hereby given to whom it owner
when found.
Railroad.
EA8T BOUND
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Karl Wertz, Treasurer; Arrive
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Secretary;
WANTED
First class seamstress.
Albuquerque, N M.
No. 2
9:10 p. m
9:16 p. a.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Cresencia Hen era, Chamtta, N. M.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
Inquire 90S Third street
No. 4.... 11:06 p m
t:
One red and white spotted
11:10 p. si
1:16 a. m
1:25 a. a.
face female cow, about 2 years, 226
J. E. R08ENWAL0 LODGE NO. 546, No. 8
Estray Advertisement
1:46 p. m
feet high.
2:10 p.
I. O. of B
B. Meets, every "first No. 10.
lbs, 3
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Branded
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
may concern that the following de FOR RENT
room
four
furCheap,
WEST BOUND
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken .ip by
nished cottage, no children, 1024
1:20 p. m
1:45 p.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are No. 1
Said animal being unknown to this Domlcil Salazar, Cerro, N. M.
Third street.
3
No.
m
6:10
6:15
conM:
a
t:
Isaac
p. n
Invited
Uy
Appel.
One sorrel horse, 7 years
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
7
No.
m
4:60
Sec4:40
Charles
p.
p.
President;
Greenclay,
before May 3, 1912, said date being old weighing 800 lbs., 14
hands FOR RENT
6 room
$18.50,
No. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
brick,
a
10 days after last appearance of this high.
retary.
convenient to business section; $12,
said
Branded
sold
will
be
advertisement,
estray
wgm
4 room brick,
pantry, bath and
On left shoulder
by this Board for the benefit of the
mm
toilet,
$15, 5 room adobe,
basement;
Said
owner when found.
animal being unknown to ttis
house,
good
outbuildings, $22.00,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
same furnished. H. S. Van Petten,
lbs. or More, aaeft Delivery
20c per 198 is.
Albuquerque, N. M before May 3, 1912, said date being
Insurance Agency, at Mills Abstract
I be. to 2
25c per 16 Is.
, fash Delivery
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312 10 days after last appearance of this
Office, Bridge street. Phone, Vegas
2M lbs. u 1,00a I be. Cast Delivery
Mo per its lea
advertisement, said estray will bt, sold
379.
5 lb, to 208 Iba.
Each Delivery
40c per 1SS lbs.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
Lew Than 88 I be. Each Delivery
58c per 188 lbs.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it owner when found.
FOR RENT Modern furnished room,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
nay concern that the following define location. Inquire Optio office.
U A
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
J. H. Lewis, Orange, N. M.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
t:
One black horse 12 or
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
for housekeeping, also three unfurand Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Advertisement
13 years, 550 lbs., 13
Estray
bands high.
nished rooms, reasonable rent. AdNotice is hereby given to whom It
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
Branded
MS may concern that the following de- dress Rainey, Box 717, Las Vegas
On left hip
N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by
Padilla
Puerto
Benigno
de
N.
Luna,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
m khjint Newly papered five
before May 3, 1912, said date being M.
room cottage partly or
One
white
faced
six
10 days after last appearance of this
completely
year old cow,
furnished. Call at LeRoy House,
advertisement, said estray will be sold weighing 700 lbs.
618 Grand avenue.
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Oa left ribs
FOR RENT Chicken ranch,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
cottage, partly furnished, cheap. 417
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Eighth street.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 before
May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last
appearance of this FOR RENT Two room furnished
Estray Advertisement
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
by this Board for the benefit of the
may concern that the following de
of those who MIGHT BUY the
owner
when found.
particular thing is worth most.
FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
J. B. Stephens, Hudson, N. M.
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someAlbuquerque, N. M.
One bay blazed face, white
Fourth street
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
14
front, feet horse, 12 or
years, 14
of your property unless it were advertised here.
hear
bands.
FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeepEstray Advertisement
Branded
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
El
On left hip
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
may concern that the following d(
Srld animal being unknown to this scrlbed estray animal was taken
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
up by
Boai d. unless clainW by owner on or
any
Cresenclo Henera, Chamlta, N. M.
sort, and musical instruments.
before May 3, 1912, said date being
One 4 year old cow, red FOR SALE
Bargains, $1400, 5 room
10 days after last appearance of this and
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
white, about 400 lbs.
house with bath and cellar, ground
buyers, of all
advertisement, Baid estray will be sold
Branded
sorts of things, they have come to be the
75 feet by 150 feet, cement
possible
walk,
finderspf the
Board
for the benefit of the
by this
trees and shrubbery, iron fence,
best markets!
On left ribs
owner when found.
barns. $1500, 4 room brick house,
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
with
bath, ground 75 feet by 120
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque. N. M
feet. $2000, 5 room adobe house,
before
3,
said
1912,
'12
date being
May
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23,
good repair, ground 150 feet by 175
10 days after last appearance of this
I
feet,
outbuildings. $3200, 6 room
Advertisement
said
sold
Estray
advertisement,
estray will be
bath
house,
and
lobasement, fine
Notice Is hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the
cation, good repair, cement walk
may concern that the following de owner when found.
and curbing, ground 75 feet, by 150
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ovcd frP 603 East Lincoln to
feet. H. S. Van Petten, Insurance
M. Q. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
M.
N.
522
Albuquerque,
Street and will be pleased to meet
at
Mills
Agency,
Abstract Office,
One gray mare, 13 or 15 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
new as well as old customers.
Bridge street, Phone Vegas 379.
years, 950 lbs., 14 handB.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nob,
t
You will look a good while before
Branded
biest
patterns for the spring season. I guara
find
better medicine for coughs FOR 8 ALE Buff Plymouth Rocli
On left hip
OKM you
antee you satisfaction in fit and workmanand colds than Chamberlain's Cough
$12 per 100.
baby
chicks,
Orders
Said animal being unknown to this Remedy. It not only gives relief--it
ship. Trimmings of the best New York
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevcures. Try it when you have a
all the time.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
styles
ens,
Kan.
Humboldt,
before May 3, 1912, said date being cough or cold, and you are certain
to be pleased with the prompt cure
10 days after last appearance of this
which It will effect. For sale by all FOR SALE One work horse and
one saddle pony. 1044 Fifth street
advertisement, said estray will be sold dealers.
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The Kolwelis' French car purred
expensively at the door, and the
French chauffeur, Gustave, aristocratically bored, looked immovably
,8 head and awaited his
young mis
tress, reflecting that he would have
the speed limit if she made
Her trunks had gone to
the day before. The
on the back aeat of the
eau yawned in the face of the
beautiful morning in early Septem
ber.
Finally Miss Katherlne Folwell appeared, perfect in black broadcloth.
8he was palpably not intended for
grim realities, she would have
out of place in any setting lees
Sjuurlous. She knew this. Just
a yearfgo she had told David Robertson so, tfod a.s he had never been
sure he even'' wanted to be rich, he
dropped out of her life so effectually
that It hurt. She had not thought
he would take hit at her word. So
life bored her, which was why she
had promised to go abroad with the
Cheneys she hadn't seen May since
their college days, though they lived
far out In some suburb and had only
lately inherited enough money to Justify trips and leaving their two children.
Gustave straightened and gasped
politely as his mistress took her
eat and gave her order.
"To the country anywhere ! I've
given up my trip." she said.
He touched fti cap, and they were

Sak

where.

"Uncle Dee has only beer In his
and he borrows lemons from
us," said the girl quaintly. "He dont
keep house and he hasn't a wife at
all. It's lonesome for him.
"It's too bad." replied Katharine.
"He might get one "
"He was going to. but she was too
'.pensive " siphed the girl.
Kit thought 0r David
Robertson,
nrt the humor died out of her
eyes.
Had she condemned him to a life of
lonellneas? The boy rambled on explaining.
" 'Spenalve means
what yon cant
afford to buy, like a wife, or a nonr."
he sighed ecstatically.
At the door of the cottage they met
Aunt Bess. She stared, and then she
and Katharine flew into each other's
arms.
Elizabeth Norton! Where did you
spring from?"
"May and Tom Imported me to
guard the kiddies while they go round
tne globe thought you were going,
too? Haven't seen you In years I
Heaven must have sent you today.
The nurse was called away, and Mrs.
Scott, next door. Is ill. I must go back
and help.
Will you go in and feed
yourself and the babies and promise to stay all night with me?" Kath
arine promised. "Go in and get into
one of May's house dresses and keep
house though I'll wager you never
lifted a cup! I must go."
Katharine entered her old friend's
room, and presently came out radiant
in a pale blue wash-dresto play
with her friend's children. She remembered wistfully' that she mjght
Lave married their uncle
sjjg been
their real aunt Where was David
now? She did not even know proS-ablgone "to the end of the world"
Ice-bo-

off.
"I couldYt have endured it," she
said halffoud" the old round of getting awy from yourself in dirty for
eign 6ces. 1 ve got to live with myself .flywhere I go, and I like it here
as any place. The country Is
as

ill

ayfeast peaceful."
The car slipped up the avenue.
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'Pardon, but the sun Is hot.
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She soothed Gustavo's excitement
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guarded by a private hedge and
sentinel row of flaming holly- -

w

lUDOCDDlUUO
CBUI
IUU BUQ HttW
a- children , blonde , rnnv. Httlo naiw

ude children in her reverie of
David. His income could never have
Brought the dream of his lore into
feality. Katharine spoke to the little ones hanging over the gate.
"Good mornin'," answered the
5

" 'Lo,"

immovably.

placidly returned the
boy.

year-ol- d

"Does

four- -

you love holly-

Then she lost herself in simple service, a luxury she had never known,
the sweetness of feeding little children. Her past society life seemed
suddenly futile, empty. And while
the babes slept away the late afternoon Bhe came to her real, sweet, trite
self. She knew where happiness was
to be found, and if David Robertson
had been in her world she would
have swallowed her pride and sent
for him.
Presently it was after 6, and she
was eating bread and milk with the
kiddies when she heard a whistle.
The children ran like wild things,
and came back dragging in a big,
man with
handsome
young eyes and dark hair gray at
the temples.
'"Here's Uncle Dee. Kittle!" they
shrieked. "Here he Is!" She stood
white and overcome before David
Robertson. Her eyes burned like blue
flame, and then fell before his devouring glance.
"O David." she faltered, "O David!
"
I am so sorry
In that second she had seen all his
hurt and loneliness; and something
melted the hardness of her heart. She
flung her arm up around her eyes
with a childlike movement. Then she
began to cry in bis arms while he
kissed her. The children, overawed,
held tightly to one another. It was
long before they even remembered
Then Uncle
Dee
the children.
stooped and gathered them Into his
arms.
"Now I'm going to have a wife," he
explained grandly, waving a hand at

hocks T"
Katharine said that she adored
them. Then she explained about the
broken-dowmotor and asked if she
could come In their garden a while.
Would
their mother care? They
were suddenly solemn.
"Mother's gone to the end of the
world," she said quaintly, "and Mrs.
Scott Is drefful sick and Auntie Bess
is to her house and we're to stay
right here bo's she can see us till
nurse comes home." It came In a
breathless sentence, as the child
clung to her lltye brother. Then
he opened" frlde" the gate!
doui me car, an you Kjajberinfi,
v
,im sorry
some In an' play with us If you'll
Little David looked her over doubt- "Ain't you, too spenstver
fully
sank down on the green grass, he queried.
removed her hat and tried to woo
"Not any more!" she declared
the shy boy to give her a kiss. He Joyously. "It costs me too much to
would not, but broke a handful of live without the only things I really
hollyhocks without stems and put want."
them gravely In her lap. The girl,
Relic of the Wesley.
Janey, was hanging over a bed of
mignonette like a white butterfly.
The Rev. J. H. Wicksteed, vicar ol
I WW n Gustavo's hour and more had
Bexley, Kent, has presented to th
sse , Katharine looked
up from Wesleyan Methodists of Gravesend
r m umsy telling of the story of and Dartford circuit a tree from th
ree bears," to hear more
e
vicarage garden,, a sapling of the old
could not repair the ma-I-t oak under whose branches John and
would have to be towed In. Charles Wesley, with George White-field- ,
ma'amselle take a train, or
often met in friendly conference.
everal hours until he came It Is believed that Charles Wesley
Ith the other car? He stood walt- - composed some of his hymns under
g, And a sudden whim possessed its shadow, and John in his diary of
r.
September 2J, 1740, writes: "I went
"I will come on the train. Don't to Mr. Piers (the vicar), at Bexley,
jme back for me. I may stop to where in the mornings and evenings
tajte a visit. Tell Marie not to ex I expounded the Sermon on the Mount
tWme." She would not be robbed and had leisure during the rest of the
( this new amusement she seldom day for business of other kinds." He
ad been with children, and the waB there again on Saturday, Decemweet little experience was bringing ber 2, 1749, "and preached about
a queer happiness. With much
eleven." Church Family Newspaper
mptlng she told some of the
and then, won- familiar
The Old Story.
ng at herself, male
up fairy
Young Wife (angrily) And to finish
with an ease that brought the up with, sir, you're a brute.
ptoru-little ones snuggling close to her.
Young Husband (sorrowfully) This
They told about themselves.
is nearly as good as the scrapping
Father had to take mother to the mother used to make!
n

',
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Choir Loft
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle.

tutor.
First nuus at 7 a. m.; second nias
it Hi a. m. Sunday school in English
uid Spanish at 3 p. iu., in Spanish at
uau p. in. Rotary and benediction
f the bleaaed sacrament at 7:30
CathechUni for English speaking
children on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and on
Saturday 10 a. in.; for Spanish speak
ng children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
m Saturday at 9 a. in.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 80R
3GWS Kev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First maaa at 6:30 a. nx, third Sun
lay excepted. Second mass 8:30,
sermon in English, hymns rendered

the children under the direction
if the Sisters of Loretto. Third man
U 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Benediction
of the Blessed Sacra
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
(or the Insane man every fourth
Sunday by the paator.

13, 1912.

8EVt

METHODI8T EPISCOPAL
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Nn
ional avenue, E. C. Anderson, pastor
Sunday schoe' at 9:45. Preaching at
11 o'clock.
Epworth League at 6:30;
evening preaching service at 7:30.
cordial invitation Is extended tn
wbn have do other place of wor
ibip to attend divine services at tbli
FIRST

Murch.

j

expectant mothers which contains much valuable
information, and many suggestions of
s helpful nature.
BRADF1ELD lECUUTOt CO., AtkaU, Ga.
m.
in.

Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m.
Young People's meeting at 6:30
The public Is invited.
FIR8T SEVENTH
CHURCH

DAY

A.
p.

ADVENT-IS- T

C.

McReynolds, pastor. Regular services in the Chris
tlon church, corner
of Main
and
Sabbath school at 2
Eighth street
p. m., every
Sabbath
(Saturday)
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are in
terested in Bible study are cordially

invited to attend.
FIRST
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig-sin-

.

Pastor.
10 a. m. Bible school; 11 a. m. communion and preaching, subject "The
7 Pillars of the Church."
2:30 p. m.
Junior Endeavor society, meets at
the Tabernacle; 6:30 p. m., Senior
Endeavor; 7:30 p. m., preaching service, subject, "Why did Jesus Ascend
From the Earth After His Resurrection?" Wednesday 7:30 p. m., Prayer
meeting and Workers' Conference,
address by Mr. D. U Batchelor; Thursday, at 2:30 p. m., Ladles Aid Society.
i
"

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
Avenue.
First Sunday after Easter, Low
Sunday, April 14, 1912. Holy Com
munion 7:30;
Children's service
Holy Baptism and address, 11;00
Order of service at 11 o'clock:
Processional 516, "Onward ChriS'
tian Soldiers," A. S. Sullivan; Gloria
Patri, Paul Robinson; Lesson, Holy
i'aptism Te Deum, J. R. Thomas in
E flat: Hymn, 116, "Angels Roll the
Hock Away," F. C. Roper: Address;
nhi-io- t
nthnm "Aiiainin
ninon "
E. A. Clare;
Sentences;
Offertory
Presentation, Chant 189: Distribution

of plants; Recessional Hymn 264,
'From Greenland's "Icy MtountainsV'

L

IN

'ILAMOUS
HANTICS

ut

M.

1

j

The highest point of woman's happiness is reached only through motherhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering incl-deto its consummation.
But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and soothing effect on those portions of the
It is intended to
system Involved.
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes.
Mother's Friend
is for Bale at mm

ay
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the duchj

sunken garden, exquisitely Japanese,
with a pool where floated mandarins
with clipped wings.
Everything waa
delicately perfect even the brown
bungalow off to the left waa a delight
The children threw themselves
upon her, hugging her.
"What's your name?" they naked,
and she answered,
"Kittle, because I love soft places,"
and she threw off her big plumed hat.
David rose and began to stick the
pink hollyhocka Into her crown of
sunny hair, and time passed. Peace
came Into Katharine's mind.
Presently the boy announced, with masculine force, that he was hungry. She
saw that the noon hour had passed,
and rose. They pulled her back
through the hedge toward their own
cottage. She would have gone any

By JOANNA SINGLE
(Copjrrwnt. igii,

Uncle Dee's and

Da

're.
see

in
The children were on their
a moment, pulling her
up by the
hands,
drawing ber after them
through a gap In the hedge Into a

LADY
by Aaaociutad

'
said
of the world.
"And now you're

SATURDAY,

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
venue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock.
Bible
study and Sunday
school session at 9:45 a. m. Young
People's Society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty
invitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners in the city especially

BLOW MEH!
THEY

OLD CHAPPIE, BUT
UP SOMETHIN'

CUT

FEAHFUL
As several members of The Optic
staff have at times been requested
to join the Modern Woodmen, one of
our reporters was secreted in the
building for the purposes of investiga
tion last night. Prior to the meeting, owing to the evening being cool,
he was In danger of freezing, but after the meeting started he was in
danger of suffocation from the sul
phurous clouds of hot air that poured
forth and assailed his hiding place.
As this organization does not advertise its doings, the evening, apart
from the business, was a complete
surprise. The members started to
arrive early, but so great was the
crush at the door that a cordon of
police had to be summoned to admit
them one by one and keep order. It
reminded one far more of a suffragette meeting rather than a business
meeting of men. Our man rather
than suffer from suffocation had to
reveal himself and he was sworn to
secrecy and those of his notes that
could be found were confiscated so
that we cannot give a full report. But
from those left we deduce that, this
order is going Into business right.
Among other things it is proposed to
buy a dirigible airship line from Germany and use it on meeting nights
so that members in old town will suffer no inconvenience in attending
meetings. Likewise It Is proposed to
use areoplanes for the mesa members
A landing stage will be erected on
the top of the W. O. W. hall, plans
already being in the hands of the
architect. This of course is only a temporary measure as it 1b fully expected
that the local membership in the next
few months will put up a 20 story

-

nt

-
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8CIENCE
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Way.

h

can

After this the meeting died down

to some extent, but as the stoves were
then llgh'ed and a fesh supply o
hot air obtained, tbinga went along
merrily. The glee club is In great
shape. The lee being missing on this
occasion the audience dissolved into
tears, in fact to great was the flow
of lachrymal fluid at one time that it
looked as if the members would have
to swim to save their lives. Forun-atel--

y

the levees held and owing
the immediate proximity of an immense amount of hot air the water
evaporated.
It then being considered that the
danger point had been reached, the
members departed for home and their
explanations can be better guessed
than quoted when their wives noted
their hilariously disposed expressions
which were engenederd by the indulgence of the evening. Such mirth
and to e so seldom seen, that is,
to
by those that had explanations
make. The bachelors are today consoling themselves with the remark:
"Glad there is nothing on me, wonde."
told his wife."
what
The immense crowd was caused by
so many visitng members being in
town. In fact at one time it looked
as if they could not all be accomodated, but fortunately none was turned
away. It further develops today that
the wives of the members are kicking and if the bachelors do not object, it is proposed to have then
present at the next meeting, of
social nature.
(Contributed)
b--

WHY HE WA8 LATE

"What made you so late?"
"I met Smith son."
"Well, that Is no reason why yon
should be an hour lcte getting home
to supper."
"1 know, but I asked him bow ho
was feeling, and he Insisted on telling me about his stomach trouble.
"Did you tell him to take Chamber
Iain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
by all dealers.

ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA. MEXICO

It keeps your whole insides right
There Is nothing else made like
Lax-Fo-

Remember the name

a.rid the

NORTHWEST.
On Sale March 1st. to April 15th.
PHOENIX,

LOS ANGELES,
AND

SAN DIEGO,

$25 OO

LIBERAL STOP OVER
PRIVILEGE.

For Further Information Call on

D.

L

WHY

SAN FRANCISCO

INTERMEDIATES.

BATCHELOR

LAX-FO-

or Write

iHfg

IT PAYS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

LIKEA

a

shown what they

do.

COLONIST RATES

Lax-Fo- s

TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
avenue and Ninth street, S. Petper,
rabbi.
If you had a medicine that would
Services and sermon every Pridaj
strengthen the liver, the stomach, the
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chll
dren and Sabbath school every Satur kidneys and the bowels, and at the
same time make you strong with a
day morning at 10 o'clock.
systemic tonic, don't you believe you
SHILOH BAPTI8T CHURCH
Cor would soon be well?
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues.
That's 'The Lax-Fo- s
Way,"
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
We ask you to buy the first bottle
11
8
a.
m., and
p. m., by
Preaching
plan, and you will
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; on the money-bac- k
to
sell you the sec
B. Y. P. U., 3 p. m. All are welcome ask your druggist
to attend these services.
ond.

Mason.

ter having once

TO

Regular services every Sunday morn
Ing at 1 1 o'clock and Wednesday even
Jng at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall

OVERTAXED.

j

.

welcomed.

Hunoieds of East Las Veqas Readers
The Sunday school will assemble in
Know What It Means.
the chapel and go in procession to the
The kidneys are overtaxed;
church! preceded by the full choir,
Have too much to do.
vested, and crucifer. All children are
They tell about it in many aches
requested to bring with them their and pains
missionary boxes and present them
Backache, weariness, headache.
at this service.
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
This church is open daily for priUnitary troubles, Blight's disease
vate prayer and meditation.
follow.
An East Las Vegas citizen tells
BAPTIST CHURCH.
Corner Main hero a reliable remedy for kidney
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B. ilia
Oreen, Pastor.
Alfie' Underwood, 806 National
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. St Eatt Las Vegas, N. Mex.. says:
I
have previously recommended
Doan's Kidney Pills through the local papers and I have vouched for
CARDU1 WORKED
their merit whenever questioned in
regard to my statement. I obtained
CHARM Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
Block Pharmacy and they brought
me relief from backache and other
After Operation Failed to Help. symptoms of kidney complaint. Since
then I have taken this remedy off and
Charm.
Cardui Worked Like
on whenever I have had need of it
Jonesville, S. C-.- "I suffered witi) and it has done good work. If my
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J". 8 kidneys do not act properly or If my
Kendrlck, in a letter from this place, back aches, I can depend upon
"and at times, I could not bear to stand Doan's Kidney Pills to immediately
on my feet The doctor said I would drive away the trouble."
never be any better, and that I would
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
have to have an operation, or I would cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
have a cancer.
New
York, sole agents for the
I went to the hospital, and they oper United States.
ated on me, but I got no better. They
Remember the name Doan's and
said medicines would do me no good, take no other.
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
BISHOP HARKINS' JUBILEE.
improve, so I continued using it Now,
R. L, April 13 Bishop
Providence,
I am well, and can do my own work. Harklns' twenty-fiftanniversary as
I don't feel any pains.
head of the Providence diocese will
Cardui worked like a charm."
are
There must be merit in this purely occur tomorrow, and arrangements
event
the
to
celebrate
made
being
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women-'-Cardu-i
for It has been in successful with elaborate services In the Catheduse for more than 50 years, for the ral of Sts. Peter and Paul. The retreatment of womanly weakness and ligious observance will be followed on
disease.
Monday by a celebration of the laity.
Please try it, for your troubles,
Bishop Harklns is in receipt of a cona
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dot.
gratulatory message from Pope Pins
Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Sprcial
Inslntetinm, and
book. "Home Treatment
X.,
conveying the papal blessing to
tor Women." seat la plain wrapper, oo request.
the bishop, his clergy and people.
Chttti-nooc-

jlmme which will be fu'lr equipped
wiih all appliances for n odern inventions. This wllV b buii somewhere
near the hot sprines. An lmm!.je
pleasure) garden to be built near
Roraeroville is also in sight.
To connect the two a line of stately
steamboats may be placed in service.
This being an easy matter on the
Galllnas but it will be rather difficult
to run side trips up the Pecos arroyo
on Sundays.
There will be landlne
stages at Bridge street and other
points. From Bridge street will also;
be run a line of glass bottonvd sub-- i
marine boats so that Woodmen and
their friends can descend and view
the glories of the bottom of this
splendid waterway. We have no reord of the rest of the business.
The social features of the evening
MM Immense and it is to be hoped
that soon the members will give to
Las Vegas samples of their histrionic
capabilltleH at the opera house. Being an order which has temperence In
water
view, nothing but the
was in sight. That of the pure white
in the displav
kind being
Owing to a large number of passengers having passed through Las Vegas
during the day, the restaurants were
out of supplies and the banquet was
called off for the time being.
The members are a trifle superstitious but it was noted that they did
not indulge In rapping for spirits.
This may have been owing to the
fact that there is not a bar in connection.
So much music was given
that the piano developed a hot box
and some delay was occasioned while
this was being cooled. Singing was
excellent and of exceeding volume.
In fact, men had to be called to repair the roof this morning where it
had been forced upward by the volume of sound. Those of the oldef
members who can not sing are devoting their efforts to dancing. This
feature is under the direction of the
deputy, Mr. Montague, and is surpassing all expectations. One or two of
the members are displaying so much
grace that it is expected they will
have to be featured in New York, af

Because the advertiser has done something; to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality, and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only aprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, b- cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their groodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

tiatrr
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QUANTITY

SERVICE

I

Try a dram of Old
at the Opera Bar.

is what you get when you buy yours

The Cash Grocer
9 3

Watt
KiWittt
60 Watt
100 Watt
150 Watt
250 Watt
25

The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
church will hold a plain sewing sale
and serve a supper in connection with
It next Friday afternoon and evening
at the Coors building

IKE DAVIS

I

bourtxu.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course

FROM

MAIN

-,

Regular dance at Rosenthal hall tonight, good music, good floor and
Crttes will play.

GROCERIES

PHONf

Talor

New Prices on Mazda Lamps

il

I94

0 it

J

CLEAR

ST

.80
.55
.76

.66
.60
.80

ED

$1.20

$1.10

1.76

1.65

2.38

2.30

C. OM ALLEY
THE ELECTRICAL

MAN

The regular weekly meeting of the
Fraternal Brotherhood will be held
Dance at Rosenthal hall Tuesday
Regular dance at armory tonight.
Monday night in the O. R. C. hall. A
April 16, admission 50c, ladies
night
large attendance is desired as business
free.
and
for
Woman
Wanted
cooking
orto
of importance and interest
the
housework, good wages. Phono Main
der will be brought up for
WANTED Heroic boys at the Y. M.
457.
C. A. hall, Sunday, April 14, at 3:30
has
Meadow
p. m.
The
club
City
Dancing
The Rev. E. Burns Martin of Idaho
O. R.
to
in
the
a
dance
give
arranged
will
the
puloccupy
Springs, Colorado,
C. hall on Thursday eevning, April 18.
"A 1000 B. C. and a 1900 A. D.
pit at the First Methodist church toHero"
at the Y. M. C. A. hall Sunday,
dance
is
This
the
regular
fortnightly
will
11
morrow at
o'clock. His theme
April 14 at 3:30 p. m.
be "The Ethics of Jesus." All who of the club.
have no other place of worship are
Numbers of friends of Mrs. Charles
The judges for "The Temple of
cordially invited to attend.
decided upon
Fame"
her
the winning
a
Behrlnger gave
surprise
Mrs. Charles Kohn entertained sev- party at her home last Saturday af- character by ranking in three points:
ternoon. The afternoon was spent costume, delivery and delineation of
eral friends in honor of Mrs. A.
in
playing cards. Those present were the character to be represented.
of
Clara
and daughter,
Wagon Mound, at dinner Thursday even- Mrs. T. J. Raywood, Mrs. Nunn, Mrs.
The Normal University band will
ing in the private dining room of the Arthur Lowe, Mrs. B. F. McGuire,
Cafe de Luxe. Mrs. J. J. Behr, Miss Mrs. J. R. Baker, Mrs. Plue, Mrs. T. play at the Y. M. c. A. hall during the
Gertrude Kohn and Miss Minnie Kohn, M. Elwood, Mrs. Kettner, Mrs. Heine-ma- meeting tor boys on Sunday afternoon
at 3:30 o'clock.
and Miss Enid McGee.
with Mrs. Vorenberg and daughter
were the guests.
A mass meeting for the boys of
Chief of Police Ben Coles said this
citl will be held in the Y. M. C.
the
Invitations for the wedding recep- morning that he had found a white
A. hall, Sunday, April 14, at
be
skirt
and
if
owner
the
would
tion of Miss Helen Schaefer, daughter
glad
of Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Schaefer and would call at police headquarters in 1 p. m. The meeting) will be addressed
Carlos Dunn of Taos, at the Schaefer secure her property. The chief quit by Rev. Edward Burns Martin of Idahome on Wednesday morning. April wearing, skirts at an early age and ho Springs, "Mo., on tue subject "A
1000 B. C. and a 1900 A. D. Hero."
24 at 10 o'clock have been issued. has no use for the garment.
Normal University band will furThe
will
be
in
The wedding ceremony
the
The Wednesday Afternoon Five Hun- nish music for the meeting and the
Church of the Immaculate Conception and will be attended only by the dred club was entertained at the meet- Boy Scouts' program will be anmembers of the two families. Many of ing of this week by Mrs. T. M. El- nounced. All heroic boys are Invited
the friends of Miss Schaefer are plan- wood. Mrs. Arthur Lowe won the to attend this meeting.
ning luncheons, showers and card par- first prize and Mrs. Kelpine was
A WORD TO THE WISE
ties in honor of the spring bride and awarded the consolation prize. The
NOW
the coming week will be a gay one ladies present were Mrs. B. F. McMrs.
Is the time to have
T. J. Raywood,
Mrs.
Guire,
socially in Las Vegas.
That Plate Glass Insured,
Mary Behrlnger, Mrs. James O'Byrne,
That Burglary Policy,
Last night, following the entertain- Mrs. Keipine, Mrs. A. Lowe, Mrs. P.
That Automobile Insured,
ment
at the Duncan opera house McDonald, Mrs. J. Baker, Mrs. 3.
AT CUTLER BROS. AGENCY.
Miss Chella Van Petten entertained Heineman, Miss Sadie O'Byrne, Mr?.
614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124
the members of the two basketball Plue and Mrs. Nunn.
squads of the High School at the
The members of the Eighth grade
home of her parents on Eighth street.
MEETING
STOCKHOLDERS'
Miss Ethel Musser, who coached the at the Castle School building, who
A meeting of the stockholders of the
girl's team during the past season and will be the next to Join the ranks of Las Vegas Masonic Building associaA. R. Marwick, secretary of the Y. the High School students will tonight tion will be held at the Masonic TemM. C. A., who refereed for the teams be the guests of honor at a party at ple in East Las Vegas, N. M., April
during the year, were present The the High School given by the students 22, 1912, at 8 o'clock p. m., for the
basketball tossers among the guests and faculty of the institution. An af- purpose of electing a board of direcs
of
were: Miss De Saix Evans, Miss Gla- fair of this kind is now an annual tors, as provided in the
dys McVay, Miss Vivian Quinley, Miss event in school life and it is looked said association, and for the transact
Marie Maloney, Leslie Swallow, Tom forward to with great pleasure by ing of such other business as may le
Trader, Ed Maloney, Robert Hart, both the students and the faculty. gaily come before such meeting.
JOHN S. CLARK, President.
Frank McCullough, Stewart and Way-lan- Games of all kinds with a good "feed"
to top off with will make up the pro- A. D. HIGGINS, Secretary.
Koogler.
gram for the evening.
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 12,
Vor-enbe-

FDR CASH MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

APRIL
CREAM LOAF FLOUR
to make, packed in

15.16-1- 7

The BEST that modern milling knows how

pound quarter sacks at
pound half sack at
98 pound full sack at
..j
LILY NOTHING BETTER, EXCEPT CREAM LOAF.
24 pounds
,
48 pounds
98 pounds
100 pounds Beet Sugar
15 pounds Beet Sugar
Standard Hams
Standard Breakfast Bacon
20 pounds pure lard
10 pounds pure lard
5 pounds pure lard v.
3 pounds pure lard
20 pounds Compound
.)
10 pounds Compound
...
6 pounds Compound
.
. ...
3 pounds Compound

80c

24
48

Pa. Macaroni

$3.10

75c
$1.50
).

$3.00
$6.50
$1.00
16c

17c
$2.35

,

$1.25
65c
40c
$1.70
90c
50c
30c

Ap

n

Pa. Vermaceili
Pa. Spaghetti
Pa. Noodles
City Soda Crackers

3

$1.55

a

C))

Oyster Crackers
Graham Crackers
Oat Meal Crackers
Butter 1 hm crackers

3

NUT

Good Family
Washing
is only possible by the pro-

LUMP

retail
D. W. G ON DON

wholesale: and

po'"

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

it

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
THE HOME OF QUALITY
You will find the Choicest of

Kansas City and Native Beef, Pork, Mutton and Veal.
Alsb
Fish, Chicken, Turkeys, Sausages of all kinds.
Native and California
Vegetables

Cauliflower

cess used by an
modern steam laundry.
Our methods are exact,
scientific, hygienic. There
is absolutely no possibility
of your clothing being other
than sanitary when returned from our plant.
And this is well worth
The safety
considering.
from having your clothes
handled by careless unclean
hands amid unsanitary surroundings is worth more
than the slight extra cost
over washerwoman service.
'Pboae call bring, our wagon.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

617 Douglas

The Flower
Tulips
Narcissus
Daisies
Sweet Peas
Roses
Carnations
Lilies

Lettuce

Radishes Etc.
besof

x

Everything Eatable

507 Sixth Slntt

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Capital,

Cafe De Luxe
The Best

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividbd' Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

choir-mothe-

Interest Paid on

SHORT ORDERS
and
REGULAR DINNERS

I

BARNES & RUSH,

the chapel tomorrow morning at 10 : 45
instead of at 9:45, the usual hour,
to attend the children's Easter service in church at 11 o'clock. Children
will sit on the epistle side of the
church, parents and friends on the
Gospel side. Banners and cross wi!l
be borne in procession. Let us have
a good procession, a good attendance,
a good service, a good offering, and
may God's blessing rest on all. Bring
your missionary boxes. Everybody in
vited. Rev. J. S. Moore.

For the First Time

Try a Glass
of
FERNDELL

JAM

Woman for cooking and
Phone
housework, good wages.

(PURE FRUIT

AND

Seed Store

&

PERRY ONION & SON

t
rhooe Vtgtt

121

TAYLOR

NURSERY BED
tht Same Price

AS SOLD IN NEW YORK CITY

Ask to see this Great Invention

MOTHER
30c Per Jar

.

The Famous

SUGAR)

Used to Make.

L

In Las Vegas

Can now be Purchased, For

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
WANTED

Time Deposits

Props.

All children of St. Paul's Sunday
school are requested to assemble in

OFFERS FOR SUMO AY

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE.

Rid Fight

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Just Like

Asparagus
the

81

At the annual election of officers
of the Ladles' guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church the followto serve for the
ing were
coming term: Mrs. A. H. Whitmore,
president; Mrs. E. B. Shaw, vice president; Mrs. Gibson, secretary; Mrs. E
W. Hart treasurer and
Mrs. J. S.
r.
The next meetinj
Clark,
of the guild will be held Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. E. w. Hart at her
home, 1102 Eighth street. The elee
tlon of officers was held on Tuesday
afternoon in the Guild hall.

Main 457.

Spinach

We always have

is on Between,;
the Sun and Electric
a
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Nr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising

THE

1912.

GOAL AND WOOD

WRITE

Is Wow On 0Dspav.
M. GREENBERGER.

i

d

J. H. STEARNS

OUR ENTIRE SPRING LINE

win

J.

G. JOHNSEN & SON.
Exclusive Local Agents.

Subscribe for The Optic

